ABSTRACT
LYE, JASON.

Semi-Empirical MO-Methods in Dye Chemistry:

Studies

Involving Disperse and Metal Complex Dyes. (Under the direction of HAROLD
STANLEY FREEMAN).
This dissertation pertains to the applications and limitations of modern
molecular modeling tools for predicting structural, physical, and chemical
properties of synthetic organic dyes.

Data generated by MOPAC, ZINDO,

molecular mechanics, and PPP based modeling packages were assessed by
comparison with experimental results.
Studies aimed at determining the most useful semi-empirical method for
generating accurate conformations, bond lengths, and bond angles by
comparing the results of semi-empirical modeling studies to experimental x-ray
data, were undertaken. The accuracy of CI Disperse Yellow 86 and CI Disperse
Red 167 models was assessed in terms of bond length and molecular
conformation prediction. The models were produced using a combination of
manual adjustments and molecular mechanics to obtain crude starting
structures, followed by AM1 or PM3 semi-empirical geometry optimizations to
refine the structures. This procedure proved to be the best way to reproduce
experimental x-ray data for these structures. Earlier semi-empirical methods
such as MINDO/3 and MNDO tended to compromise the planarity of both
chromogens, and often omitted intramolecular hydrogen bonds that are
essential to technical properties such as photostability.
It would appear that none of the most recent semi-empirical methods are
suitable for modeling anthraquinone dyes, as all of the methods tended to
distort the structure into a butterfly shape.

Other limitations include the

tendency of AM1 to predict the cis isomer of azobenzene derivatives to be more
stable than the trans, and the tendency of PM3 to distort the planarity of
conjugated aromatic amines. Also, AM1 appears to be the inferior to PM3 in its
ability to reproduce intramolecular hydrogen bonds.

Optimization studies have led to the development of a set of protocols
that may be used for manually refining the input geometry for quantum
mechanical based optimizations. When implemented, the protocols generate
starting structures that give lower energy and less distorted geometries after
optimization. The protocols are designed to be applied to azo dyes, structures
containing hydrogen bonds, and metal complex dyes. Such modifications to
starting structures help circumvent the problems of input geometry dependence
and local minima generation by geometry optimizers.
No single method was generally useful in all modeling situations -- each
method had strengths and weaknesses. For instance, in studies involving the
prediction of the position and intensity of the longest wavelength absorption
band of disperse dyes, the PPP SCF MO method was found to be clearly
superior to the INDO/S method.

Similarly, the AM1 method was useful for

prediction of the octanol-water partition coefficients of azo dyes; however, the
PM3 method was superior to AM1 for predicting hydrogen bonding in
hydroxybenzotriazoles.
By comparing experimental x-ray crystal and equilibrium stability data of
a 1:2 Cr (III) complex dye with the modeled structure, it became clear that the
INDO/2 UHF SCF method was an appropriate tool for geometry optimizations of
metal complex dye structures.

Although the accuracy of this method is

somewhat less than that of PM3 and AM1 in terms of calculating bond lengths,
the INDO/2 method was able to predict the occurrence of long versus short
metal-ligand bonds in Cr (III) complex dye structures, as well as the strengths of
bonds between ligands and the central metal atom. For instance, the INDO/2
method predicted Cr (III) complex dyes to contain stronger bonds to the central
metal atom than those in Fe (III) complex dyes. In the case of Fe (III) azo dyes,
there was little difference between metal-ligand bonding in the high and low spin
configurations, however in the case of the formazan dye modeled, the low-spin
configuration was predicted to be more strongly bond than the high-spin
configuration.

Magnetic susceptibility measurements showed the Fe (III) complexed
azo dyes used in this study to be high-spin complexes, whereas the formazan
dyes employed were low-spin complexes. These results helped explain why
the latter are brightly colored red-violet and faster to light and laundering
compared to their brown-black azo counterparts. The INDO/2 method can be
used to predict which ligands will give rise to low-spin Fe (III) complexes, and
which would give rise to high-spin Fe (III) complexes. An acceptor type ligand
is one which contains a double bond at the atom directly attached to the central
metal atom;- the π and π* orbitals of such ligands interact with and reduce the
energy of t2g d-orbitals of the metal atom. In this regard, it was determined that
at least two of the three chelating atoms of the dye ligand should be of acceptor
type in order for the resultant Fe (III) complex to be low spin. If the calculated
bond order of pertinent bonds in the ligand tend to equalize after complexation
with the metal atom, the chelating atoms in that section of the ligand may be
thought of as of acceptor-type. It would appear that the INDO/2 method can be
used to design custom ligands for Fe (III) that give low-spin, colorful, stable
dyes.
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BIOGRAPHY
By Dawn E. Fraser
On the morning of October 29th, 1970, chilly winds heralded the arrival of
Jason Lye to his parents Roger and Jenny, who named their son after watching
the movie “Jason and the Argonaughts”. He was born in the seaside town of
Gt. Yarmouth, in England and in the years to follow, Jason and his sister Julie
were joined by two other siblings, Christopher and Jessica, also born in the
same area of the UK.
Jason finished his primary education at Palgrave VCP, Norfolk, England.
He attended Hartismere High School, (Eye, Suffolk) excelling in many of his
subjects, and leaving with five GCE O-Levels and two CSEs. His attention to
detail and preoccupation with the sciences made his decision to follow a
scientific career an obvious choice. Following his completion of three GCE Alevels and one Special Level course at Diss VI Form Centre (Diss, Norfolk, UK),
Jason moved to the Roman town of Colchester, where he worked for Imperial
Chemical Industries (ICI Imagedata) on D2T2 electronic photography for a year.
In fall 1990, Jason left his rural roots and headed for the big city of Leeds
to pursue a bachelors degree in Colour Chemistry. Jason graduated with a
First Class Honors degree, as well as a diploma in Dyeing in 1993. In addition,
Jason was awarded the Crabtree prize, a Society of Dyers and Colourists
scholarship, and a Sponsorship by Courtaulds Research during his studies at
Leeds. He also gained a good grounding in the practical aspects of colouration
during his vacations, which were spent working for ICI on electronic
photography, and Courtaulds Research on a new fiber known as Tencel.
Through his work at Courtaulds, Jason discovered the nuances of Derby
- the town of lights, music, fun, and coal! Jason found the fun side of Derby that
the tourist guides missed when they described the beautiful landscapes of the
area. He left there with very fond memories before returning to Leeds to finish
his degree.
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After graduation, Jason decided to take it easy for a while and re-coup
some of the finances he had squandered during his wild party days at Leeds.
While his application at NC State was being processed, Jason turned his hand
to electronics assembly, working on the night shift production line. The routine
work was a nice rest for his brain which still ached after finishing his degree.
Six months later, passport, air-line ticket, and acceptance letter in hand,
Jason set off for America. On arriving at NC State, Jason initiated his Ph.D.
studies, working in the field of organic dye chemistry under the direction of
Harold S. Freeman. While at NC State, his hobbies have been varied, and have
included photography, fixing old American cars, as well as extensive socializing
with his friends.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 DISPERSE AND METAL COMPLEX DYES
Disperse Dyes may be used for the coloration of hydrophobic synthetic
fibers such as polyester (polyethylene terephthalate, PET), cellulose acetate,
and nylon. Devoid of water solubilizing groups, such dyes are sparingly soluble
in water and so may be applied to the fiber either as an aqueous dispersion at
high temperature and pressure, or by means of a pad-dry-thermosol or
sublimation transfer process.

This particular class of dyes is structurally

diverse; however, the azo chromophore dominates, followed by anthraquinone
and nitrodiphenylamine moieties. CI Disperse Yellow 86, CI Disperse Red 167,
and CI Disperse Blue 56 are examples of nitrodiphenylamine, azo, and
anthraquinone dyes, respectively, which may be used in situations requiring
high lightfastness.
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Another class of dyes for hydrophobic fibers is 1:2 metallized acid dyes
for wool and nylon, of which CI Acid Orange 60 is an example. Although not

always true of metal complex dyes, CI Acid Orange 60 is an example of a
metallized acid dye which contains no ionizable ring substituents. However in
this case, sulfonamide groups assist water solubility and transport of the dye
from the bath to the fiber.

1.2 THE FATE OF EXCITED MOLECULES
Light absorption is prerequisite for color. However, dye molecules must
necessarily be resistant to chemical attack arising as a result of the absorption
of light, either by the dye molecule itself, or by neighboring species. Before we
discuss known light fading reactions of dyes in their end-use environments, it is
worthwhile to recount some basic photochemical principles.
The photochemist is principally concerned with the fate of excited
molecules. The most commonly observed photochemical processes can be
summarized on a Jablonski state diagram such as Figure 1.1, in which bold
horizontal lines represent electronic states, and the finer horizontal lines
represent vibrational sub-states. The vertical axis gives the energy of a state,
while the position of the state along the horizontal axis gives an indication of the
degree of bonding associated with a state.
Absorption of light (process a) results in the promotion of the molecule to
an excited state. The Franck-Condon principle states that the atomic centers
do not move during an electronic transition, and so a low energy conformation
in the ground state will often be a more energetic situation in the excited state.
Vibrational relaxation (process b) rapidly (within 10-13s) delivers the molecule
into the lowest vibrational level of the first singlet excited state.

If light

absorption promoted the molecule to a much higher state, for instance S2 (via
process a’), then internal conversion (process c) delivers the molecule into the
S1 state within 10-11s.

Thus, within 10-11s after the absorption of light, the

molecule is delivered into the lowest vibrational level of the first excited state.
Almost without exception, all photochemistry occurs from this state because
internal conversion from this state (process d) is much slower (typically 10-8s),
2

presenting the opportunity for chemical reactions to occur. In rigid molecular
systems with poor internal conversion, fluorescence (process e) may
successfully compete with internal conversion, dissipating the excited state
energy as light. The difference between the absorption wavelength and the
emission wavelength is know as the Stoke’s shift. Intersystem crossing events
(process f) occur if an electron spin is reversed, usually on a timescale of 10-2 to
10-5s. The probability of this process is increased when the triplet-singlet state
splitting energy (ΔEST) is small and other factors are present, such as poor
internal conversion (rigid systems), or the presence of heavy atoms.
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(h)
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Figure 1.1
Generalized Jablonski diagram showing major
photochemical processes.

Unless an efficient internal conversion mechanism (process h) is
available to deliver the molecule back to the ground S0 state, phosphorescence
(process g) will occur with the emission of light. As triplet-singlet transitions are
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spectroscopically forbidden, phosphorescence is a characteristically slow
process, and may have a lifetime of several seconds.

The extremely long

lifetimes of these states (0.1 - 1 s) compared to others makes triplet states
significant in terms of photoreactivity.
In order to be useful as a dye, the quantum efficiency of fading should
remain well below 10-4 [1]. This suggests that when chemical photodegradation
does take place, it may involve quantum mechanically forbidden pathways
which may prove difficult to anticipate [2].

1.3 NON-STRUCTURAL PHOTOFADING CONSIDERATIONS
An extensive review of the non-structural factors which affect photofading
would be somewhat redundant, given the preponderance of good reviews
published on this subject matter [3, 4, 5]. Bancroft [6] seems to have been the
first to report that light induced fading of dyed textiles could proceed via
oxidative or reductive pathways, and in the intervening 180 years, a number of
studies and reviews have been published which have established the
contribution of the state of the dye in the fiber, the nature of the polymer, and
also the physical and atmospheric conditions to the fading of dyed polymers [4,
5].

Humidity, temperature, wavelength of the incident radiation, dye

aggregation, concentration and distribution of dye in the fiber, substrate
characteristics such as diffusion characteristics, dye purity, and functionality are
all known to play roles in azo dye photofading [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Several workers have taken a less holistic approach to the problem of
lightfastness and focused their attention on the dye structures [16].
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1.4 PHOTODEGRADATION OF AZO DYES
1.4.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Azo dyes degrade by undergoing a variety of photochemical reactions,
including

photocyclization,

photoreduction,

photooxidation,

and

photorearrangements. It is difficult to generalize the photodegredation reactions
of azo dyes, however free-energy relationships have been identified for series
of closely related structures [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Griffiths [1] has
pointed out that free energy relationships attributed to photoreduction are also
consistent with free radical addition reactions at the azo group.
Interestingly, Bridgeman and Peters

X
β

N
Z

[25] showed that within a series of aminoazo
NR2

N

α

dyes, the photofading rate was inversely
proportional to the pKa of the α azo nitrogen

Y

of 1.
1

Kitao et al. [26] also found that

photofading generally proceeded faster for
less basic dyes when Z or Y = NO2.

Shibusawa and coworkers [27] showed that the pKa of the α azo nitrogen
depended mostly upon the aniline coupler used, and was only mildly affected by
the Hammett σ-constant of the substituent Z.
Variations in the assignment of the azo nitrogens as α and β were found
in the literature [25, 27, 28, 29]. However, the present review uses only one
convention for the sake of clarity.
The lone pair electrons on the terminal amino group have also been
implicated in photodegradation [1, 30, 31, 32, 33]. It appears that dealkylation
of the amino group of 1 is retarded if electron-withdrawing groups are
incorporated into the alkyl chains (R) [1, 31].
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1.4.1.1

ORTHO-NITRO SUBSTITUTED AZO DYES

Generally, it had been observed that increasing the electron-withdrawing
capability of the acceptor moiety in aminoazo dyes leads to an improvement in
lightfastness and a bathochromic shift [18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28, 30, 34]. An
exception is the case in which a nitro group occupies an ortho position in the
acceptor benzene ring.

Such an arrangement always leads to lower than

expected lightfastness, despite the electronegativity of the nitro group [26, 28,
39, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. This stands in contrast to results obtained from the
introduction of a nitro group into the para position where good lightfastness on
non-amide fibers was obtained.

Kitao and coworkers showed that the

photofading of 4-nitro substituted aminoazobenzene disperse dyes on
polyamide was accelerated by the presence of oxygen, whereas the 2-nitro
substituted analogs faded quickly in the presence or absence of oxygen. These
results were consistent with intermolecular oxidation in the former case, and
intramolecular oxidation in the later.

A metastable azoxy compound was

proposed as the initial product of intramolecular oxidation (Figure 1.2).

hν

N
N
N

N

NR2

N

O

N

NR2

Dark
Reactions

O

O

O

2

3

Figure 1.2 Speculated initial photodegradation steps for ortho-nitro substituted
azo dyes.
This scheme was proposed as an attractive explanation for the
deleterious effect of placing a nitro group ortho to an azo group in aminoazo
dyes [26, 39].

Such dyes fade equally fast in the presence or absence of

oxygen [26]. Attempts to isolate and characterize azoxy compound 3 were
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unsuccessful [39]. Interestingly, in the same year that Kitao et al. proposed the
same type of intramolecular reaction shown in Figure 1.2.
Bridgeman and Peters [25] showed that the fading rates of aminoazo
dyes of general structure 1 were proportional to the reciprocal of the pKa of the
α-azo nitrogen atom. Attempting to explain the anomalous behaviour of the 2nitro substituted dyes, Mehta and Peters [28] proposed that the proximity of the
negatively charged oxygen to the β-azo nitrogen inhibited delocalization of
electrons from the amino group into the azo group.
O

O
N

O

N
N

N

O

N

β

N

N

N

α
a.

b.

Figure 1.3 Proposed canonical representation of an excited state of 2.
Thus, in 2-nitro substituted azobenzenes, the higher energy resonance
form (b) would contribute more to the excited state. Furthermore, increased
charge localization on the α-azo nitrogen would increase the pKb of this atom in
the excited state, and according to previous work by the same group [25], this
would produce poor photostability [28].
If the proximity of the nitro group oxygen atom did in fact inhibit
delocalization of electrons, then it follows that bond lengths about the azo group
would be affected in such compounds. However, Freeman et al. [39] showed
that this was not the case by solving the x-ray crystal structure of related orthosubstituted aminoazobenzenes [39, 40]. They found that substitution of the
azobenzene skeleton with dialkylamino groups in the 4’- position [40] and also
with electron-withdrawing groups, including a nitro group in the 2- position [39]
had little effect on bond orders in the region of the azo group, suggesting that
the proximity of the oxygen atom did not inhibit electron delocalization.
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The x-ray studies of the Freeman group revealed the ortho-cyano
substituted aminoazobenzene to be planar but the ortho-nitro substituted analog
was not [39, 40]. The authors proposed that an unfavorable steric interaction
between the nitro oxygens and the lone pair electrons on the azo α-nitrogen
caused distortions in the molecule.

Furthermore, this steric interaction was

postulated to explain why trans→cis photoisomerism was not observed in the
case of the ortho-nitro substituted azo dye [35] and it was also proposed that
the lack of observed photochromism and the low lightfastness are closely
related.

However, highly sterically congested cis-azobenzenes have been

prepared by photochemical means and isolated in the past, suggesting that
steric interactions alone cannot account for the lack of observed photochromism
in ortho-nitro substituted azobenzenes [41].
Freeman et al. [39] suggested that the proximity of the nitro oxygen to
the α-azo nitrogen atom could feasibly lead to the formation of an unstable
azoxy compound.

An inability to form the cis isomer might facilitate azoxy

formation and other destructive reactions, due to the loss of a potential nondestructive internal conversion mechanism.

1.4.1.2 PHOTOREDUCTION REACTIONS
It has been shown that reductive dye photofading takes place on
synthetic and protein fibers, and also in certain synthetic fibers [15, 42, 43, 44].
Direct Photoreduction involves abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the
solvent or polymer by the excited state of the azo compound. Interestingly,
Formosinho [45] has shown that the (π, π*) triplet state of azobenzene is likely
to be weakly hydrogen-abstracting in nature. Aliphatic azo compounds do not
exhibit direct photoreduction, and it is debatable whether the reduction of the
azo group is a true photochemical reaction of the azo group itself [1]. It seems
more likely that azo compounds undergo indirect photoreduction [1], whereby
the ground state azo compound is reduced by a photochemically generated
reducing species. For example, photoexcited ketones can abstract hydrogen
8

from solvents to give ketyl radicals, which will then readily reduce diaryl azo
compounds [46]. Similarly, organic carboxylic acids may undergo light-induced
cleavage generating carboxylic acid radicals (⋅COOH ) which are strongly
reducing [1].

1.4.1.2.1 PHOTOREDUCTION OF THE AZO GROUP
Reports of direct photoreduction of the azo group in which indirect
pathways cannot be precluded are scarce. In 1949, Blaisdell [47] reported the
reduction of 4-amino-4’-nitroazobenzene (4) in 2-propanol to give paranitroaniline (5) and 4-amino-4’-nitrohydrazobenzene (6).
O2N

hν

N
N

4

NH2 + O2N

O2N

NH2 2-PrOH

NH
HN

5

NH2

6

Figure 1.4 Reduction of aminoazo dyes in an alcoholic environment.

Hashimoto and Kana [48] showed that (n, π*) excitations of azobenzene
lead only to photoisomerism and that (π, π*) excitations not only induced trans

⇔ cis photoisomerism but also photoreduction in 2-propanol. On the basis of
this study and quenching / sensitization experiments, the authors proposed that
the 2nd triplet 3(π, π*) state abstracted a hydrogen atom from the solvent. In
this case, hydrazobenzene was formed along with diphenylamine, benzidine,
and aniline.
Although both Blaisdell [47] and Hashimoto et al. [48] took great care to
provide anaerobic conditions for their studies, traces of ketonic impurities (such
as acetone from the oxidation of isopropanol) could account for the results
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obtained in both cases. This means that the possibility of indirect reduction from
the 3(n, π*) state of acetone cannot be ignored [1].
Irick and coworkers [13, 49, 50] investigated the irradiation of 4-(N,Ndiethyl)amino-4’-nitroazobenzene (7) in various solvents.

Reduction was

facilitated by protic solvents, such as 2-propanol with a quantum efficiency of
4.8x10-4 [50]. Aromatic sensitizers had no effect on the quantum efficiency of
reduction, which suggested that the T1 state of the dye was not involved in the
reaction [50].

However, it is known that acetone and benzophenone had

significant sensitizing effects on the reaction [13].
Later,
O2N

hν 6
NEt2 2-PrOH

N
N

examined

Albini

et

al.

the

fading

behavior of 7 in alcohol [14].

7

They showed that the rate of
fading depended upon the

hydrogen donating power of the solvent.

In the most acidic solvent used,

methanol, the reduction of 7 proceeded beyond the hydrazo compound 6, to
give p-nitroaniline (5) and N,N-diethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine (8).
NEt 2

7

hν

The

also

found

a

wavelength dependence for the quantum

+5+6

MeOH

authors

efficiencey of fading in that the rate of

H2 N

fading increased as the wavelength of the

8
Figure 1.5 Reductive cleavage of
the azo group.

incident light was reduced [14].
agreement

with

earlier

studies,

In
the

authors concluded that fading was not
occurring from an (n, π*) state, but more likely from a high-lying 3(π, π*) state.
The results from this study have since been confirmed by other workers [15].
Griffiths [1] has pointed out that observing a positive correlation between
reaction rate and substituent Hammett value is also consistent with a free
radical reaction mechanism.

Indeed, direct evidence supporting a radical
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mechanism for azo dye photoreduction has been provided by other workers
[51]. Sirbiladze et al. studied the kinetics of the photodegradation of reactive
dyes on cotton and in solution. Direct evidence of free radical formation was
provided by ESR experiments, and the involvement of free radicals in a
photoreductive process was established after the authors observed that the
presence of oxygen or free radical quenching entities caused induction times
before the onset of photodegradation [51]. In addition, Heijkoop and VanBeek
[52] detected hydrazyl and aminonaphthoxy radicals by ESR when they
irradiated dye solutions in the presence of a sensitizer, under reductive
conditions.
Arcoria et al. [53] found that variations in the
NEt 2

functionality of the coupler affected photodegradation
kinetics. N,N-Diethylaniline (9, Z=H) based dyes exhibited

Z

9

zeroth order kinetics, suggesting that photoreduction was
proceeded by excitation of the polymer rather than the

dye. In the case of the amido derivatives, Z = NHCOCH2CN and Z=NHCOCH3,
first order kinetics were observed, suggesting excitation of the dye was the
initial step in these cases.
Freeman and Hsu studied the photofading of CI Disperse Red 1 (10) and
CI Disperse Red 17 (11) on nylon and PET and showed that these dyes
underwent reductive photodegradation, including reduction of the nitro groups
and loss of the β-hydroxyethyl groups [42]:
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Figure 1.6 Photodegradation products of CI Disperse Red 1 (10) and Red 17
(11) in PET and nylon.

A mechanism was proposed to account for the loss of the β-hydroxyethyl
groups during photodegradation [42]. Interestingly, acetaldehyde was formed
during the proposed reaction, which could feasibly sensitize further reduction by
dint of the hydrogen abstracting properties of photoexcited (triplet) aldehydes.
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Figure 1.7 Proposed mechanism for loss of β-hydroxyethyl groups from 10 and
11.

A similar photohydrolytic scheme has been proposed to account for the loss of
β-hydroxyethyl

groups

from

N-substituted

azo-pyridone

dyes

(actually

hydrazones) [54].
Photodegradation studies have been conducted by the Freeman group
on the automotive dye, CI Disperse Red 167 (12) on PET [43] and also 4-[N,Ndi(β-hydroxyethyl)]aminoazo-benzene (13) on cellulose acetate [55].
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The products of photodegradation consisted of partially or completely reduced
dye fragments. Loss of the N-alkyl groups was evident in both cases.
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Figure 1.8 Photodegradation products of CI Disperse Red 167 (12) on PET.
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Figure 1.9 Photodegradation products of 13 on cellulose triacetate.
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1.5 HEXACOORDINATE
DYES

MEDIALLY

METALLIZED

AZO

Although considered priority pollutants by the US Environmental
Protection Agency, chromium, cobalt, and copper continue to enjoy use in metal
complex dyes for wool and nylon in situations requiring high light and
washfastness [lvi].

Commonly used for metallization, chromium is a known

human carcinogen associated with bronchogenic carcinoma, a form of lung
cancer [lvii], and concerns that chromium could enter the food chain and water
supply have lead to restrictions which limit total chromium concentration in
effluent to 1 mg. L-1 in the UK [lviii].
So far, metal complex dyes based upon nongenotoxic iron (III) have
found limited use for the coloration of textiles, possibly due to a general belief
that iron complexed dyes are inferior in fastness to Cr and Co complexed dyes,
and that their color gamut is restricted to brown shades. Recent studies have
identified black Fe complexes with high lightfastness on wool and suggested
that such compound could serve as possible nongenotoxic replacements for Cr
complexed black monoazo dyes [lix, lx].

In addition, black iron complex

formazan dyes suitable for applications requiring high lightfastness on
polyamide and protein fibers have been synthesized [lxi, lxii]. Strikingly, the
formazan system also afforded red, violet, to blue shades on wool and nylon.
Although perhaps not generally true of azo vs. formazan dyes, Freeman et al.
found that the lightfastness of Fe-formazan black dyes was better than
previously synthesized black Fe-azo dyes [lxi].
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Figure 1.10 CI Acid Orange 60

the

central

metal

ion,

and

the

maximum wavelength absorption band
becomes purely (π, π*) in character, as opposed to a crystal field transition
associated with the metal [1, lxiii, lxiv].
The presence of the metal ion in the structure of a typical metal complex
dye, such as 14 has a two fold bathochromic effect compared to the parent dye.
Reaction of the metal salt with the hydroxy group produces a bond of
appreciable ionic character; electron release from this oxygen atom to the πsystem is easier. In addition, the electronegativity of the azo nitrogen will be
increased, as electrons are donated from it to the central metal atom [lxiii].
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Figure 1.11 Electronic spectrum and structure of 15
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Yagi [lxiv] has studied and assigned the four bands in the electronic
spectrum of 15 to transitions localized on the ligand. Yagi was able to make the
following conclusions after studying the spectra of the series of metal
complexes (15) in which M = Fe3+, Cr3+, Co3+, and Al3+. As the metal ' oxygen
bond became more ionic in character, band A (Figure 1.11) became sharper
and more intense, and band C was red-shifted [lxiv].

If an electronegative

substituent R was placed para to the phenolic oxygen atom, the M'O bond
became more polar. Yagi concluded that bonds to Co3+ were the most covalent
out of the four metals studied; the bonds to Cr3+ were essentially ionic and the
bonds to the Fe3+ atom were a mixture of non-equivalent bonds.
In the case of iron (III), there are two possible stable electronic
configurations which would give rise to octahedral complexes. The low spin
situation is referred to as a penetration complex, and is characterized by a
doublet multiplicity. The dπ'pπ interaction is small for the ligand bonds in the
case of the penetration complex. Hexacyanoferrate (III) is an example of a lowspin iron complex. The high-spin (sextet multiplicity) configuration b) is usually
formed when iron (III) is complexed with for instance fluoride ions. In this case,
bonding electrons are biased in the direction of the ligand, and so the
CMA'ligand bond length increases, as does the ionic character of the bond
[lxiv].

1.5.1 MO CONSIDERATIONS OF METAL COMPLEX DYES
A molecular orbital diagram of an octahedral first row transition metal
complex may be built up by initially considering the lone pairs of the ligand atom
in orbitals of σ-symmetry. In an octahedral configuration, linear combination of
the atomic orbitals gives six new orbitals; one a1g MO (zero nodes), a triply
degenerate set of t1u orbitals (one node), and doubly degenerate eg orbitals (two
nodes) (cf. right hand side of Figure 1.12) [lxv]. The ligand orbitals interact with
valence orbitals of the central metal atom of the same symmetry group to
produce a new set of orbitals. As the lone pairs of the incoming ligands are
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directed down the coordinate axis, the lobes of the t2g orbitals of the central
metal atom avoid interaction, and so the energy remains unchanged by the
incoming σ-orbitals.

Orbitals from metal atom
4p
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Orbitals arising from the linear
combination of six lone pair
σ-orbitals of the ligands in an
octahedral configuration.
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2eg

z2

3d
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x2 -y2
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t2g
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Five electrons occupy
the 2eg and t2g levels
of the complex in the
case of Fe (III).

eg
1eg
t1u

y

These orbitals
fully occupied.

1t1u

a1g

1a1g

Figure 1.12 Molecular orbital diagram showing the result of interactions
between metal atomic orbitals and six ligand σ-orbitals arranged in an
octahedron configuration.
The first six MOs are filled by the incoming ligand lone pairs; in the case
of Fe(III) complexes, five electrons now fill the remaining orbitals. If the t2g and
2eg orbitals are close in energy, then the remaining electrons remain uncoupled,
distributing evenly between these orbitals to give a high spin complex. If the
gap between the t2g and 2eg orbitals is appreciable, the five remaining electrons
will occupy the three t2g orbitals, all but one coupling giving rise to a low-spin
complex. In the case of Cr (III) and Co (III), the t2g - 2eg splitting energy is not
critical as the former has only three electrons to use to make a stable half-filled
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t2g level, and the later may use six electrons to fully occupy the t2g level,
stabilizing the low spin complex. Hence, Cr (III) always has an S=3/2 ground
state and Co (III) complexes are usually low-spin. The t2g orbitals lay close to
the zero-energy (non-bonding) level; the 2eg orbitals are anti-bonding in
character, and so filling these orbitals leads to longer and weaker metal-ligand
bonds. For this reason, high-spin iron (III) complexes generally contain longer
iron-ligand bonds.
Although the t2g orbitals do not interact with the σ-orbitals of the ligands,
they are of the correct symmetry to interact with orbitals of π-type symmetry
associated with the ligands (cf. Figure 1.13) [lxv]. Whether the t2g orbitals are
stabilized or destabilized by this interaction depends upon whether the ligand
orbital is a p-atomic (non-bonding) orbital or a π-molecular orbital. Thus, we
may define two types of ligands: donor ligands, such as water, OH-, F-, which
contain a lone pair in a non-bonding p-orbital, and acceptor ligands, which
contain π-bonding and antibonding orbitals, such as CN- and CO.

Interactions between metal d (t2g )
and ligand p or π orbitals.
eg

Energy

t2g

5 electrons now fill
antibonding orbitals.

t2g
dzy

M

Ligand
pz
Donor ligand

L

eg

Ligand
π∗

t2g
dzy

t2g
Ligand
π
Acceptor ligand

Figure 1.13 Diagram showing destabilization of the t2g metal d-orbitals by
donor ligands (e.g. fluoride) and stabilization of the t2g orbitals by the π-orbitals
of acceptor ligands.
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Donor ligands with lone pairs in non-bonding orbitals reduce the energy
difference between the eg and t2g orbitals, whereas acceptor ligands containing
π-orbitals tend to increase the difference. It stands to reason that acceptor
ligands tend to give rise to low-spin complexes whereas donor ligands tend to
produce complexes of high spin.

1.5.2 PHOTOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR
Despite the significance of metal-complex dyes, precious little research
into the photochemistry of these compounds has been reported. It is known,
however, that metal complex dyes are resistant to oxidation by singlet oxygen
[1]. Indeed, Chang and Miller [15] showed that the presence of oxygen inhibited
the fading of certain metal complex dyes they examined.
Graves et al. [lxvi] studied the effect of metallization on the efficiency of
singlet oxygen production by azo dyes.

They found that complexation with

Cr3+and Fe3+ increased the quantum yield of singlet oxygen generation;
however, they also showed that in cases such as Cu2+, Ni2+, and Co3+,
complexation quenched singlet oxygen production. The authors speculated that
triplet energy was being transferred from a triplet state predominantly
associated with the dye to one predominantly associated with the central metal
atom, and indeed, Graves et al. showed that Cu2+, Ni2+,and Co2+/3+ ions posses
an energy level below the triplet level of the complexed dye. Therefore, the
metal ion is able to absorb the triplet energy [lxvi]. Heavy atom effects must
have also played a role in shortening the lifetime of the triplet state in these
dyes. In agreement with the results of Graves et al., Sokolowska-Gajda [lxvii]
concluded that a range of formazan dyes tested faded via a hydrogen
abstraction mechanism, and went on to show that unlike Fe (III) formazan dyes,
Co (III) formazan dyes were efficient singlet oxygen quenchers.
Freeman and Sokolowska-Gajda [lxviii] studied the photodegradation of
CI Acid Orange 60 (14) in dimethylformamide and on nylon 6 6, and also
observed reductive degradation. The photodegradation products were identified
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as 3-amino-4-hydroxy-benzenesulfonamide (16), together with a small amount
of 17, believed to originate from the unstable amine 18. The 1:1 metal complex
was also found, but investigations showed this to be a thermolytic rather than a
photolytic degradation product.
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Interestingly, excitation energy transfer from the ligand to the metal atom
has been implicated in the photochemical displacement of fluorescent arene
ligands in Fe, Ru, and Os complexes. Mann et al. [lxix] showed that if the d-d
state localized on the CMA is lower in energy than the emissive state energy of
the ligand, then excitation energy was transferred to the CMA d-d state and the
arene was ejected. Conversely, if the d-d state was higher in energy, the arene
would fluoresce with lasing action.

1.5.3 X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
The crystal structures of isomeric Cr complex azo dyes 19 and 20 have
recently been solved [lxx].

Lehmann and Rihs used a combination of

preparative HPLC and x-ray crystallography to establish that at 100°C and pH
9, equilibrium favored the Nα, Nα( over the Nβ, Nβ( isomer [lxx]. The presence
of the Nα, Nβ( isomer was also detected in the mixture.
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1.6 PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF NITRODIPHENYLAMINE DYES
1.6.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Factors such as high lightfastness and low manufacturing cost have
helped maintain the commercial significance of this dye class, despite
characteristically low tinctorial strength [lxxi]. All of the commercially important
nitrodiphenylamines contain an intramolecular hydrogen bond [43, lxiii, lxxi,
lxxii]. Two important examples are CI Disperse Yellow 86 (21) and CI Disperse
Yellow 42 (22).
O
N O
O

N

O

H

H
O2S

N

(H 3C) 2NO2S

N

NH
OC2H 5
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N-Methylation of nitrodiphenylamines has little effect on color, suggesting
that the hydrogen bond has little bearing on color [lxiii]. However, the hydrogen
bond is believed to augment the lightfastness of certain members of this dye
class [lxiii, lxxi, lxxii, lxxiii, lxxiv, lxxv, lxxvi, lxxvii, lxxviii]. Generally, dyes in
which hydrogen bonding between the nitro group and the amino hydrogen is
possible tend to be faster to light than those which do not contain this
interaction.

1.6.2 LIGHT ABSORPTION AND INTERNAL CONVERSION
Nitrodiphenylamine dyes fall into the donor-acceptor (simple acceptor)
chromogen classification of Griffiths [lxiii], as light-induced charge migration is
limited to a few atoms, and involves a movement of charge from the amine to
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the nitro chromophore upon excitation.

A quinonoid type excited state

resonance structure has been proposed [lxxiv, lxxv, lxxvi], and internal
conversion from this state is believed to be facilitated by efficient excited state
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT, Figure 1.14) in the case of 2-nitro
substituted dyes [lxxv].
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Figure 1.14 Internal conversion via excited and ground
state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT and GSIPT).

in

the case of 1-amido
anthraquinone [lxxix];
however,

these

authors suggested that the efficiency of this internal conversion mode depended
upon the pKa of the proton donating nitrogen.

In the case of 1-

aminoanthraquinone, the pKa of the donating nitrogen is approximately 25, and
so excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) is negligible [lxxix]. A
search of the literature did not reveal any spectroscopic studies which could
confirm that an ESIPT mechanism operates, although it is generally accepted
that this process takes place. If the principal internal conversion mechanism of
nitrodiphenylamines is indeed via ESIPT, then the increased electron density at
the nitro group oxygen atoms compared to the anthraquinone oxygen atoms
must facilitate the transfer process in excited nitrodiphenylamine dyes.
23

In situations where ESIPT is clearly unavailable as an internal conversion
pathway, then low lightfastness may be anticipated. Interestingly, Szadowski
and Przybylski [lxxii] showed that adding a second chromophore to a
nitrodiphenylamine (in this case, an azo group) enhanced the lightfastness of Nalkylated nitro dyes such as 23, compared to monochromophoric N-alkylated
nitrodiphenylamines. Presumably, internal conversion of energy absorbed by
the dye was assisted by the azo group [lxxii].
O2N

C2 H5
N
N
N

HO3S

OC2H 5
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Two research theses from the Freeman group report the photoreductive
degradation of CI Disperse Yellow 42 (22) in ethyl acetate [lxxx] and PET [43]
under xenon arc and natural (Florida) sunlight. The breakdown products were
identified by DCI mass spectrometry and TLC, which showed that the two
chemical environments gave rise to similar photodegradation products.

In

addition to the compounds shown in Figure 1.15, an unidentified polymeric
crystalline material was also isolated from the exposed ethyl acetate solution.
The degradation products produced were found to be sensitive to both the
chemical nature of the substrate and the spectral distribution of the incident
radiation.
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Figure 1.15 Photoreductive products of CI Disperse Yellow 42.
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1.7 UV ABSORBING PHOTOSTABILIZERS
UV absorbers stabilize neighboring molecules (whether polymers or
dyes) by absorbing and efficiently dissipating ionizing UV radiation before it
causes damage. A cursory structural examination of the numerous commercial
UV absorbers shows that all contain intramolecular hydrogen bonds in which
2

hydrogen is attached to an sp nitrogen or oxygen atom [lxxx].

1.7.1 HYDROXYBENZOPHENONES
One
O

H

O

H

of

the

first

types

of

UV

absorbers developed was hydroxybenzo-

O

phenones, such as Ultrafast 830 (24)
H3 CO

OCH3

24

manufactured by BASF [lxxxi, lxxxii]. It is
generally

accepted

that

this

class

of

compounds owes its light stability to facile
intramolecular proton transfer in the excited state (ESIPT) [lxxxiii].

Indeed,

transient absorption spectroscopic studies have shown that 2-hydroxybenzophenone undergoes photo-induced tautomerism as depicted in Figure
1.16 [lxxxiv]. In the ground state the phenolic tautomer is thermodynamically
favored, but in the first excited state, the keto tautomer is favored; thus rapid
ESIPT takes place within 10 picoseconds (in methylene chloride) [lxxxiv]. The
corollary is that the ground state and excited state potential surfaces come into
close proximity at the keto tautomer structure. As previously discussed (page
22), a similar ESIPT mechanism has been invoked to account for the high
lightfastness of 2-nitrodiphenylamine dyes.
The parent compound, benzophenone, being devoid of protic groups
undergoes intermolecular photoreduction from the long-lived 3(n, π∗) state to
give the pinacol product. Para substitution by an electron-donating group such
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OMe causes a redistribution of the energy levels such that the first triplet state
is delocalized to form a 3(π, π*) state [46]. Delocalization of the state reduces
the hydrogen-abstracting ability of the carbonyl oxygen.

It is likely that the

methoxy groups of the Ultrafast stabilizers increase the effectiveness of these
products, not only by adjusting the absorption spectra [lxxxv] but also by
reducing the reactivity of the triplet excited state.
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Figure 1.16 Internal conversion of absorbed energy via excited state
intramolecular proton transfer (tautomerism) by hydroxybenzophenones.
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1.7.2 HYDROXYBENZOTRIAZOLES
Another type of photostabilizer that has
1.85 Å H
N
N
N

generated much commercial and academic interest

O

is the 2’-hydroxyphenylbenzotriazole class such as
Tinuvin P (25) from Ciba-Geigy. The photostability
CH3

25

of these compounds has been attributed to an
intramolecular hydrogen bond which forces the
molecule into a planar geometry [lxxxiii, lxxxvi,

lxxxvii, lxxxviii]. If the hydrogen bond is broken, by for example, polar solvents
or ionization, the molecule becomes non-planar, phosphorescent, and subject
to photodegradation [lxxxiii, lxxxix, xc].
Woessner et al. [lxxxvi] confirmed both the planar geometry of 25, and
the presence of a strong intramolecular hydrogen bond, by solving the x-ray
structure. This study also confirmed the high degree of bond alternation in the
benzotriazole moiety.

The authors proposed a proton transfer mechanism,

(Figure 1.19) which operated both in crystals and in frozen hydrocarbon
matrices, to account for the extremely long Stoke’s shift that they had observed
[lxxxvi].
Woessner’s tautomerism mechanism was generally accepted [lxxxiii]
until Catalan et al. [xci] proposed an alternative stabilizing mechanism, based
upon results from molecular modeling studies. Computations performed at the
INDO semi-empirical level suggested that the keto tautomer did not form and
1

hydrogen transfer did not take place in the (π, π*) state because the excited
molecule was non-planar. The group used CNDO/S to locate the energy levels
of triplet states and calculated that the lowest triplet state was located at 35
-1

kcal.mol , and that this state was not associated with proton transfer [xci].
They proposed that 25 physically quenched photoexcited impurities in the
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polymer (e.g. carbonyl compounds) by accepting energy before degradative
processes were initiated [xci].
Although
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N

discussed

in

not
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paper,

close examination of the

N

authors

N
CH3

results,

and

in

particular, the coefficients of

Figure 1.17 Calculated electron density
changes upon excitation.

the MOs involved in the
longest

wavelength

absorption, revealed that the electron density redistributed in a manner that
could facilitate proton transfer from oxygen to nitrogen upon excitation [xci]
(Figure 1.17). The controversy was finally ended by Allan et al. [xcii], who
showed that the lowest triplet state of 25 lies at approximately 70 kcal.mol-1, and
was therefore unlikely to act as a quencher.
Introduction of a t-butyl group ortho to
1.76 Å H
N
N
N

O

C(CH3) 3

the hydroxy group of Tinuvin P was found to
improve the photostability of this compound
(26). Greenwood, Mackay and Wilshire [lxxxvii]

CH3

26

showed from x-ray studies that the t-butyl group
increased the strength of the hydrogen bond,
reducing the H…N distance by almost 0.1 Å (26

cf. 25). In the same year, workers investigated the stabilizing role of the t-butyl
group [lxxxix]. They assumed that photodegradation of this compound would
take place from an open conformation, which arose after breaking the hydrogen
bond.

Catalan et al. [lxxxix] proposed that polar solvent could disrupt the

intramolecular hydrogen bond by twisting the OH group, thus allowing relative
rotation of the two ring systems (Figure 1.18) .
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Figure 1.18 Proposed generation of non-planar conformations of 25 by the
presence of polar solvents.
The authors proposed that the role of the t-butyl group was two fold: i)
its bulk shielded the hydroxy group from solvent molecules approaching from
the rear of the OH group, and ii) it prevented rotation of the OH group out of its
hydrogen bonding position. Phosphorescence data was also collected [lxxxix]
which showed that the lifetime of the first triplet state was not influenced by the
presence of the t-butyl group, and so the higher stability of 26 compared to 25
could not be attributed to any extra degrees of freedom introduced into the
system which could assist internal conversion from the T1 state. Access to the
triplet state of 26 was more restricted, however, as more efficient internal
conversion of energy due to the contrived positioning of the hydroxy group in 26
competed more effectively with intersystem crossing events.
Interestingly, the assumptions of Catalan et al. [lxxxix] concerning
photodegradation of Tinuvin P were later confirmed [xc]. Basing their results on
spectroscopic evidence, Catalan and coworkers [xc] estimated that in DMSO,
56% of 25 existed in a non-planar, conformation. Researchers realized that as
the

excitation

wavelength

was

reduced,

the

quantum

efficiency

of

phosphorescence and photodegradation increased and furthermore, the
phosphorescence excitation spectrum matched the quantum yield curve for
photodegradation [xc], suggesting that the triplet state was involved in
photodegradation. The authors also examined interactions between 25 and
singlet oxygen, concluding that:
1) the closed (planar, hydrogen bonded) conformation of 25 was inert to 1O2 ,
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1) the open (twisted) conformation of 25 did not chemically react with 1O2, but
physically quenched it,
1) ionized Tinuvin P (25) photofaded rapidly in the presence of 1O2 ,
1) photodegradation of 25 occurred from the triplet state of the open conformer.
Wiechmann et al. [lxxxviii] have undertaken an extensive spectroscopic
investigation of the photochemistry of 25. Infrared spectroscopy showed the
presence of hydrogen bonding in the molecule which was weakened by polar
solvents [lxxxviii]. UV-Visible spectroscopy showed two absorption bands - one
at 345 nm associated with electron density changes over the entire molecule,
and one at 300 nm which involved orbitals centered on the triazole ring (see
Figure 1.21).

Steady state emission and excitation studies showed that

absorption at 345 nm led to fluorescence emission at 640 nm (φ = 10-5),
however absorption at 300 nm led to fluorescence at 425 nm. After considering
the Stokes shifts from each, the absorption band centered at 300 nm was
assigned to the non-planar form of the molecule which predominates in polar
solutions [lxxxviii].
H

The red emission was thought to be due to the

O

zwitterionic structure 27, which has very loosely

N
N

been termed the keto tautomer.

N
CH3

27

Time resolved

fluorimetry showed the red emission to be very short
lived (< 5 picoseconds) in non-polar solvents, and
independent of the viscosity of the local environment

[lxxxviii]. The blue emission lifetime was found to be on the order of 103 times
longer than the red emission lifetime [lxxxviii].
Femtosecond pump and probe techniques use the principle of stimulated
emission to monitor structural changes in the excited states of molecules, and
this technique was used to measure the time required to generate the proposed
red emitting tautomer after initial light absorption [lxxxviii].

A high intensity
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pump pulse at 310 nm was used to excite a solution of 25. Low intensity probe
pulses at 600 - 700 nm were then used to probe the buildup of the red emitting
tautomer.

The intensity of emission stimulated by the weak probe pulses

reached a maximum after 200 femtoseconds in polar solvents and 100
femtoseconds in non-polar solvents.

The experiment was repeated in

polystyrene, which showed that the local viscosity did not interfere with the
ESIPT process [lxxxviii]. The experiments allowed the authors to measure the
timescales of the processes that occurred after excitation and construct the
following diagram to describe the reaction [lxxxviii].
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H
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N
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CH3
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Figure 1.19
Internal conversion of absorbed energy by ESIPT in
hydroxybenzotriazoles showing experimental timescales for the transfer
processes.

The excited state surface allows a barrierless transition from the enol to
the so-called keto tautomer, which explains the very short timescale τEK for
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excited state enol → keto tautomerism. τK is also very fast. Keto Tinuvin (25) is
thought to contain an essentially single bond between the phenyl ring and the
benzotriazole moiety [lxxxviii].

The authors proposed that the single bond

character allows low frequency vibrational modes about this bond, which most
probably enhanced internal conversion (S’1 - S’0 .)

Molecules arrive on the

ground state surface extremely hot (800 - 1000 K) and as cooling time is
estimated at 5 - 50 picoseconds, and proton transfer in the ground state was
measured to take only 500 femtoseconds (0.5 ps), there is ample time for the
kinetic energy to be used to overcome the small energy barrier in the ground
state surface [lxxxviii].

The results of Wiechmann et al. showed that the

complete reaction cycle takes place on a sub-picosecond timescale,
independent of solvent polarity.
Enchev [xciii] modeled the ground state proton transfer from the keto
tautomer to the enol tautomer of 25 using the MOPAC 6.0 implementation of
AM1. Interestingly, and in disagreement with x-ray data [lxxxvi, lxxxvii], the two
ring systems in Enchev’s AM1 optimized geometries were non-coplanar,
although the energy barrier to rotation about the phenyl-triazine bond was
calculated to be extremely low (1.1 - 0.9 kcal.mol.-1).

A literature search

revealed that AM1 tends to slightly underestimate π-system resonance energy
[xciv], which could be a contributing factor to the calculated planar geometry in
the ground state of this molecule. Aspersions have been cast regarding the
ability of AM1 to reproduce hydrogen bond geometries with fidelity [xcv, xcvi].
Enchev [xciii] used the TS (transition state) routine of MOPAC 6.0 to optimize
the transition state of 25 for proton transfer, using vibrational analysis to confirm
that the structure was in fact a true transition state. The optimized transition
state was found to be planar, and from Enchev’s results, it is possible to
construct the ground state reaction co-ordinate diagram shown in Figure 1.20
[xciii].

Enchev obtained the enthalpy and entropy change of reaction from

MOPAC AM1 and then used the Eyring equation to obtain a calculated rate
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constant for proton transfer of 2.24x106 s-1 [xciii]. It is likely that the actual value
for k is much higher, as comparison with ab initio methods suggests that the
AM1 method may overestimate energy barriers to proton tunneling by as much
as 300% [xciv].
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N
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N

N

N

CH3
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krate = 2.24x106 s-1

H

N
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ΔH = 26.19 kcal.mol.-1

CH3

Figure 1.20 Ground state reaction coordinate diagram for the tautomerism
of TIN P, as calculated by Enchev (AM1).
Sublimation of photostabilizers from treated surfaces inside cars can
cause the buildup of an undesirable yellow oily film on the inside of car
windshields. Morigana [xcvii] has developed substituted hydroxybenzotriazole
photostabilizers which do not sublime (see 28).

The nature of R was not

discussed, but the presence of the ester group had a pronounced effect on the
UV spectrum of the compound. The two characteristic transitions of 26 were
replaced by a single absorption band when the ester group was added onto the
benzene ring.
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Figure 1.21
Effect of substitution on the UV spectrum of hydroxybenzotriazoles. Solid line is spectrum of 26, dashed line shows spectra of 28.
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1.8 DYES CONTAINING UV ABSORBING MOIETIES
US Patent 4,902,787 by Freeman [xcviii] discloses examples of nitro and
azo dye structures into which hydroxybenzophenone and hydroxybenzotriazole
photostabilizers had been incorporated. Freeman’s approach was to identify
structures common to both the parent dye and the parent photostabilizer, and
then to combine the two structures to make a hybrid compound:
O

O2N
N
H

O2N

OH

O
N
H

SO2 NH

OH

SO2 NH

OCH3

22

OCH3

29

30

In this case, CI Disperse Yellow 42 (22) is combined with a
hydroxybenzophenone (29) to form a bichromophoric dye (30) in which the two
systems share a common benzene ring. Another example arises when 22 is
combined with the hydroxybenzotriazole structure, 31:
O2N
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N
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N
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Mason, Posey and Freeman [lxxxv] later published papers which
described Disperse Yellow 42 analogs containing hydroxybenzophenone,
hydroxybenzotriazole and oxalanilide groups, The authors concluded that:
1) by making a composite molecule, the photostability of Disperse Yellow 42
could be improved; and
1) co-exhaustion of a commercial photostabilizer with the “composite” dye led
to further improvement in photostability; and
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1) the location of the photostabilizer moiety (i.e., sulfonamide link vs.
diphenylamine residue) had variable effects on the LF ratings.
Later results involving Yellow 42 analogs containing oxanalanide
photostabilizers

allowed

the

Freeman

group

to

rank

photostabilizer

effectiveness for use as the second chromophore in the order of oxanalanide >
hydroxybenzophenone > hydroxybenzotriazole [xcix]. With the passage of time,
more dyes containing built in UV absorbers were prepared by the Freeman
group [c, ci, cii].

Freeman and Posey [cii] showed that in the case of CI

Disperse Yellow 86, both the ring into which the stabilizer was placed and the
type of stabilizer incorporated had a dramatic influence on [lxxxv]. This group
was able to synthesize three dyes that were more stable than a physical mixture
of the parent dye and commercial photostabilizer, viz., 30, 33, and 34.

In

addition, dye 35 possessed slightly improved lightfastness over the parent dye.
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In the case of Yellow 86, the analogs prepared were found to have
lightfastness that varied widely with structure [c]. For example, 36 and 37 are
structurally similar and yet the lightfastness was found to be very different.
Some Disperse Yellow 42 analogs were also found which exhibited similar
substituent sensitivity. Although the pair of dyes represented by 38a and 38b
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differ by only a methyl group, their lightfastness ratings were different.
Furthermore, the addition of the ethoxy group (see 39a and 39b) caused a
reversal of the effect of incorporating a methyl group into the structure.
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A similar approach was adopted by the same authors in an attempt to
prepare lightfast CI Disperse Red 167 analogs [ci] containing a benzophenone
type photostabilizer. Examples are 40 and 41. All of the analogs prepared had
lower lightfastness than the parent dye.
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Although red and yellow stabilized dyes were prepared during the study,
attempts to prepare anthraquinone blue dyes possessing higher lightfastness
than CI Disperse Blue 27 were unsuccessful.
The dyes prepared by Freeman and coworkers fall into the category of
bichromophoric dyes.

A search of US patent documents revealed 58

documents which mentioned the key words bi- or multiple- and -chromophorein the abstract. These patents disclosed mostly UV stabilizers for polymers.
Such compounds have been examined both theoretically and experimentally in
the past by various authors, thus warranting the preparation of a discrete
subsection to cover the theory of bichromophoric compounds.

1.8.1 BICHROMOPHORIC EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS
Public domain documentation reminds us that discrete or contiguous
chromophores separated by less than about 50 Å can and often will interact
through bonds, through solvent media, and also through space [ciii]. Indeed, it
can be shown that MO wavefunctions have non-zero values at all points in
space. Chromophore interactions may lead to shifts and splitting of absorption
bands [civ, cv, cvi, cvii], excitation energy transfer, and light-induced electron
transfer.
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1.8.1.1 ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN CHROMOPHORES
1.8.1.1.1 CONJUGATED CHROMOPHORES
The case of the nitrodiphenylamine-azo dye 23, in which it appears that
excitation energy could be dissipated by either chromophore [lxxii], has already
been discussed (page 22)
1.8.1.1.2 NON-CONJUGATED CHROMOPHORES
Excitation energy transfer (see Figure 1.22) between chromophores
separated by distances exceeding ca. 5 Å are adequately described using
Förster’s theory. This theory depicts energy transfer as an interaction between
the emission S1-S0 transition dipole of the donor chromophore and the
absorption transition dipole of the acceptor chromophore [ciii] (see Figure 1.23).
The excitation energy is transferred from the donor chromophore to the
acceptor chromophore through space or through bonds, at a rate determined by
the distance separating the two chromophores and their relative orientations in
space.

Acceptor

Donor*

Donor

hν

Donor

Acceptor*

Acceptor

Figure 1.22 Representation of excitation energy transfer
between non-conjugated chromophores.
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Figure 1.23
Rate of energy transfer between two non-conjugated
chromophores.

The term τD in Figure 1.23 is the lifetime of the donor excited state in
isolation, and

Κ2 = sinθDsinθAcosΦ - 2cosθAcosθD
which takes the relative orientations of the transition dipoles into account. The
critical transfer distance Ro is related to the spectral overlap between the
emission band of the isolated donor and the absorption band of the isolated
acceptor.

For fast efficient transfer of energy between chromophores, the

absorption and emission transitions should be allowed, and there should be
good spectral overlap between the emission band of the donor and the
absorption band of the acceptor [ciii].
Förster’s interaction has recently been utilized to improve the efficiency
of laser dyes, by effectively increasing the absorption bandwidth of the emitting
dye [cviii]. Fluorescence by the acceptor group of 42 (Figure 1.24) is enhanced
by the additional input of excitation energy from the donor moiety.
Femtosecond pump and probe spectroscopy showed that the energy transfer
took place between 1 and 20 picosecond after excitation of the donor moiety
[cviii].
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In the case of chromogens separated by less than 5Å, energy transfer is
better described by Dexter’s theory [ciii, cix]. This is not a dipole interaction
type transfer, and so energy may also take place between disallowed states.
The rate of transfer is given by:

Rate k = (2π/h)ΚJexp(-2R/L)
Where K and L reflect the ease of electron tunneling between the two
chromophores and J is the spectral overlap integral between the donor and
acceptor chromophore. L is the average orbital radius - the rate of attenuation
of the MO wavefunction with distance. Dexter energy transfer can be triplettriplet, and can also be slightly endothermic.

Triplet excited state energy

transfer from benzophenone to 1-methylnaphthalene has been observed on a
CF3
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Figure 1.24 Donor-acceptor type bichromophoric laser dye and
spectrograph showing desirable overlap between the emission envelope of
the donor moiety and the absorption envelope of the acceptor chromogen.
timescale of 10-11 s (10 picoseconds) [ciii].

Levy, Rubin and Speiser [cx] have shown that Dexter intramolecular
excitation energy transfer can take place between linked chromophores, even
when spectral overlap is low.

The authors showed that energy could be

transferred between both singlet [cx] and triplet [cxi] states. Other workers have
demonstrated that excitation energy may be transferred from a high triplet state
into the triplet system of the donor through 4 σ-bonds [cxii]. Excitation energy
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from the long lived T2 state of an anthracene (donor) moiety 43a was
transferred to the triplet state of a diene acceptor 43b. Back transfer from the
acceptor to the lower triplet state of the anthracene was prevented because the
acceptor underwent a conformation change which relieved strain.
T2

S1

T1

T1

Bond Rotation
a -> b

hν

S0

Donor

Acceptor

Donor

V
Acceptor

43a
b
Figure 1.25 Excitation energy transfer from an upper triplet state.

1.8.1.1.3 THE “WATER TANK” MODEL
The processes that dissipate photoexcitation energy are competitive, and
can be visualized as a system of water tanks and drains. In Figure 1.26, the
donor chromophore is photoexcited (process a) which fills the top tank.
Competitive processes (b, c, d, and e, depicted as holes in the water tank) then
operate to dissipate energy, and return the molecule to the ground state.
Process b could represent internal conversion, c, fluorescence, and d,
phosphorescence.

Process e represents energy transfer from the donor

chromophore to the acceptor chromophore.

43

Photoexcitation

hν
Photoexcited donor population

e
a

b

c

d

Photoexcited

acceptor population

Ground state population

Figure 1.26 A working analogy to photoexcitation energy transfer and
loss processes in bichromophoric dyes using tanks of water.

As these processes are competitive, increasing the size of the internal
conversion hole (b) will automatically reduce the volume (energy) which
escapes from all the other holes, even though the diameters of the remaining
holes is not changed. The diameter of the intramolecular energy transfer hole
(e) may be increased by optimizing factors which facilitate Dexter or Förster
energy transfer.
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1.8.1.2 ELECTRON TRANSFER BETWEEN CHROMOPHORES

Donor*

Acceptor
Donor

e-

hν

Donor

Acceptor

Acceptor
e-

Figure 1.27 Light-induced electron transfer between chromophores.

An alternative process to energy transfer involves the migration of an
electron from one chromophore to another to form a charge transfer state (cf.
Figure 1.27).

Light-induced electron transfer may be spin-allowed or

disallowed, radiative or non-radiative, through bonds, solvent media, or space
[ciii]. Since non-radiative transfer is Franck-Condon in nature, if the nuclear
positions have to change significantly to make the transfer exothermic, it is
unlikely to occur.

According to theory, chromophores i) come into close

proximity and ii) when thermal fluctuations make the state energies of the donor
and acceptor similar, rapid electron transfer takes place, producing a charge
separated state [ciii, cxiii].
In non-contiguous chromophores,

LUMO
KDA

the rate of transfer follows a Dexter type
LUMO relationship, depending upon ease of

hν
KAD
HOMO

electron tunneling.

Studies involving

light-induced electron transfer and back
transfer between chromophores have

Donor

Acceptor

shown that the rate of transfer depends
upon the distance between the donor and

acceptor chromophores in a bichromophoric system [cxiii].

Non-radiative
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Dexter-type back transfer has been observed and attributed to relaxation via
conformational changes, in some systems [cxiv].
Bichromophoric systems producing charge separated states via an
electron transfer process find practical application as organic photoconductors.
Photoconductors have been produced by co-crystallizing light-induced electron
donors and acceptors into a rigid lattice [cxv, cxvi].
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1.9 MOLECULAR MODELING AND
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY OF DYES
Arguably the simplest tangible molecular model might consist of a set of
spheres, to represent atomic centers, connected via thin bars that represent
chemical bonds. Such a model may provide the chemist with insight into steric
effects giving rise to regiochemical and conformational effects. More nebulous
concepts such as those introduced when quantum mechanical principles are
considered often test the limits of our modeling capability.
Computational chemistry may be defined as any application in which a
computer aids our calculation and visualization of chemical effects. Rigorous
modeling of molecules takes into account all interactions that involve a given
molecule in a given system. However, due to the practicalities of computational
power demand and a number of deficiencies in mathematical and physical
theory, simplifying assumptions are always made.

Three basic families of

methods have evolved over the history of computational chemistry. Ab Initio
(Latin for “from the beginning”) methods assume very little about atomic
structure, and are the most computationally intensive. It is generally accepted
that they are also the most accurate. Molecular mechanical calculations are the
most basic, as these essentially consider strain and steric effects, although
modern molecular mechanical forcefields now consider certain stereoelectronic
effects in structural moieties, where these effects have been documented.
Semi-empirical methods are intermediate in that the methods are developed
within the framework of rigorous quantum mechanics; but, many assumptions
and mathematical shortcuts are made in these methods to expedite
calculations.

1.9.1 OVERVIEW OF MOLECULAR MODELING TOOLS
Although it is not the author’s intention to explain the modeling methods
in great detail; a qualitative overview of the methods most commonly used will
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be presented. More detailed descriptions of the methods are given in excellent
texts [lxiii, cxvii, cxviii].

1.9.1.1 MOLECULAR MECHANICS
Molecular mechanics calculations are

d

Cl

based on the premise that molecules behave as

H

hard spheres joined by Hookian springs.
Molecular

mechanical

methods

consider

interactions between atoms in terms of bond

φ

length (r), bond angle (θ), dihedral angle (φ) and
non-bonding distance (d) see Figure 1.28.

θ
r
Figure 1.28 Interactions
considered in molecular
mechanical calculations.

Deviations from set bond lengths and angles
give rise to strain in the molecule, that can be
minimized by iterative structural adjustments.
Thus, several force-fields have been developed
to describe how forces develop in a molecule as

deviations from nominal values of r, θ, φ, and d increase. One of the most
popular examples is the MM2 forcefield, originally developed by Allinger [cxix].
Molecular mechanical methods are fast, reliable methods for obtaining
low energy structures of large molecules and systems, with minimal demand for
computer power and time [cxvii]. The steric energy in the molecule is given as
a sum of functions of bond compressive-stretch (r), bond angle (θ), dihedral
angle (φ), and non-bonding interactions (d):

ETotal Strain = ∑E(r) + ∑E(θ) + ∑E(φ) + ∑E(d)
1.9.1.2 SEMI-EMPIRICAL SELF CONSISTENT FIELD (SCF) METHODS
SCF methods attempt to solve the Schrödinger equation for valid MO
wavefunctions for a single electron moving in a virtual potential field. The virtual
potential field arises from a combination of the nuclei and “an average” of the
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complex influences of the remaining electrons [cxvii], and is iteratively adjusted
until further small adjustments no longer reduce the energy of the single
electron wavefunction. All SCF procedures attempt to iteratively reduce the
energy of the molecular wavefunction to a minimum.
Semi-empirical methods take advantage of the fact that the Schrödinger
equation, which describes a molecule in terms of MOs, can be algebraically
manipulated to give a number of integrals that have physical significance.
Some of the integrals of interest for this discussion are shown in diagram form
in Figure 1.29.

The main differences between the various semi-empirical

methods involve the manner or depth in which these, and some additional
integrals are treated.

Electron Probability SAB
Electron Energy β
px

e-

A
Electron
Probability SAxAy

py

e-

B
Electron Probability SBB
Electron Energy α

Figure 1.29 Bonding between two atom centers A and B showing several
important energy and integral quantities needed to calculate the MO
wavefunction.

Here, α is the energy of an electron when it is associated with a given atom.
This energy quantity can be taken as the valence state ionization potential
(VSIP) and is sometimes referred to as the Coulomb Integral;
β is the energy of an electron when it is associated with a bond between two
atoms and is sometimes referred to as the Resonance Integral;
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SBB is the probability of finding an electron in the region of overlap between two
orbitals on the same atom. In some of the more complex methods, many one
center overlap integrals are included so that overlap between all orbitals on the
same atom are considered. An example is SAxAy;
SAB is the probability of finding an electron occupying the region of overlap
between orbitals associated with different atom centers;
γ (not shown in Figure 1.29) is also worthy of note as it represents repulsion
integrals which give the energy of the repulsion between the valence electrons
when the SCF is calculated.
The numerous semi-empirical methods that have been developed treat
these integrals in a variety of ways, depending upon the degree of rigor.
Although not a SCF method, the Hückel method was probably the first semiempirical approach to obtaining valid MO wavefunctions for polyatomic
systems, and as such is worthy of note.

The Hückel procedure, which

considers only α and β for π-electrons and has been used since the 1930s.
The Extended Hückel method was developed as an SCF method and
included consideration of the σ-framework, some of the atomic orbital overlap
integrals, and also non-adjacent atom β terms [cxx, cxxi]. Electron interaction
was assumed to be canceled out by nuclear repulsion [cxxi].
Pariser and Parr [cxxii, cxxiii] and Pople [cxxiv] were the first to attempt
to include a rigorous treatment of electronic interactions into their method, now
commonly referred to as the PPP method. These workers used a π-electron
only, “zero differential overlap” (i.e. SAB = 0 and SAA = SBB = 1) approach.
However, they also included separate adjustment terms in α and β, which took
account of electron-core (attractive) and electron-electron (repulsive) effects.
Also, non-nearest neighbor β values were considered, which gave the method
geometry dependence. Because the repulsion (γ) terms used in the adjustment
of α and β depend upon electron densities, the PPP calculation is always
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preceded with a simple Hückel calculation. This gives a crude value for electron
densities on atom centers, from which electron repulsion terms can be derived
for the first cycle of the SCF calculation.

Griffiths has written a very lucid

description of the PPP method [lxiii].
Over the years, the PPP method has been improved by various workers.
Nishimoto and Mataga [cxxv] published an improved calculation of the electron
repulsion term, and Hammond [cxxvi] showed how atomic parameters could be
adjusted systematically to account for highly polarized σ-frameworks in
heterocyclic compounds. Nishimoto and Forster [cxxvii] introduced the variable
β approximation which adjusted β terms iteratively as the bond order was
calculated, and Flurry, Stout and Bell [cxxviii] introduced β terms for non-nearest
neighbor atoms.
Pople et al. developed the CNDO (Complete Neglect of Differential
Overlap (i.e., SAB = 0)) method in the 1960s [cxxix, cxxx].
considered all valence electrons in the system (σ + π.)

This method

The method was

improved to give the CNDO/2 method [cxxxi], after adjustment of the αparameters and incorporation of minor changes.

Del Bene and Jaffé then

modified the CNDO method to make it applicable to spectroscopy, giving rise to
the CNDO/S method [cxxxii, cxxxiii, cxxxiv].
Pople et al. [cxxxv] and Dixon [cxxxvi] gave consideration to the SAxAy
terms when they formulated the Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap
(INDO) method. Computer technology at that time afforded the possibility of
Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations. Since such calculations did not assume
that electrons were necessarily coupled, the INDO method could distinguish
singlet and triplet states. In the case of restricted Hartree-Fock calculations,
triplet state energy can be estimated indirectly from a knowledge of the singlet
state energy and the calculated exchange energy [lxiii].

Later, Ridley and

Zerner [cxxxvii] modified the method to give the INDO/S method for
spectroscopic calculations. Bacon and Zerner [cxxxviii, cxxxix] extended the
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INDO method so that transition metal complexes could be considered.
Modifications included a more rigorous treatment of one center metal exchange
integrals, implicit consideration of d-orbitals, reparameterizations, and the
incorporation of a ground state configuration interaction calculation, in order to
resolve the many weak interactions found in transition metal complexes.
Before 1969, with the exception of the PPP method, parameters α, β, SAA
etc. were calculated from the Schrödinger equation using ab initio methods.
Baird and Dewar [cxl] reparameterized the original INDO method by fitting the
atomic parameters in such a way that the calculated enthalpies of formation
matched experimental atomic spectra.

Thus, the MINDO (Modified INDO)

method was born. The Dewar group later re-optimized the parameters of the
MINDO method to give MINDO/2 [cxli]. This group also incorporated additional
improvements to the treatment of the core repulsion integrals and treated
overlap integrals more rigorously so that overlap between 2s and 2p orbitals
was differentiated, producing MINDO/3 [cxlii].
The Dewar group proposed a second modification of the former INDO
method in 1977, described as the MNDO (modified Neglect of Differential
Overlap) method [cxliii]. This method reportedly gave better treatment of twocenter repulsion integrals.
Eventually, there were so many similarly sounding acronyms in use to
differentiate the various semi-empirical methods and procedures that the Dewar
group named a modification and reparameterization of the former MNDO
method the Austin Model 1 (AM1) method, presumably after Austin University,
Texas, where the Dewar group was based. The AM1 method incorporated
modified core repulsion integrals and was found to be the first method capable
of reproducing hydrogen bonding interactions [cxliv], although not always with
high fidelity [cxlv].

A former member of the Dewar group, Stewart then

reparameterized AM1 and developed the latest semi-empirical method - PM3
(Parametric Model 3) [cxlvi, cxlvii]. PM3 parameters were optimized using a set
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of 657 compounds, whereas parameters of the AM1 method were developed
from a study of 167 compounds.
Discussions among computational chemists over the internet have
brought to light a few subtle differences in the performances of PM3 and AM1
[cxlv]. Specifically, many researchers have determined that PM3 is better at
predicting the geometry of nitro compounds. However, PM3 is not as good as
AM1 for predicting the geometry of conjugated amino groups, as this method
tends to pyramidalize these planar N-atoms.

PM3 gives much better

geometries for hydrogen bonded dimers [cxlvii], and bond lengths are reported
to be significantly better than those predicted by AM1. PM3 is not useful for
predicting orbital shapes or atomic charges, unlike the AM1 method [cxlv].
Also, PM3 does not correctly account for steric interactions involving hydrogen
atoms (including hydrogen-hydrogen interactions) at distances smaller than 2Å.
As a consequence, some crowded systems for instance cyclobutane, and the
boat conformer of cyclohexane, are predicted to be unrealistically stable by
PM3 [cxlv]. Both methods tend to grossly overestimate proton transfer barriers
in calculations involving the transition states of tautomeric structures. Proton
transfer transition state energy errors approaching 300% have been reported,
and this has been attributed to the very high heat of formation for the proton in
both AM1 and PM3 [cxlv, cxlviii, cxlix]. AM1 tends to slightly underestimate π
system resonance energy [xciv]
PM3, AM1, MNDO and MINDO/3 have been collected and implemented
in a public domain software package called MOPAC [cl] by Stewart.

The

package incorporates algorithms that use these semi-empirical methods to
calculate heats of formation, from which searches for low-energy conformations
and also reaction transition state structures can be made.

In addition, the

program also contains algorithms for calculating reaction coordinates,
vibrational spectra, and also a configuration interaction routine for the
calculation of excited state energy and structure.

The CNDO and INDO
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methods have been implemented in ZINDO, which incorporates routines for
geometry optimization, SCF energy, transition state location and configuration
interaction, as well as conformational searches.
The PPP method has been implemented in the commercial package
PISYSTEM [cli], which incorporates routines for performing two-dimensional
mechanical geometry optimizations on input structures, and for predicting
absorption spectra, reactivity and the effects of a variety of perturbations,
including aromatic ring substitutions and bond rotations.

1.9.1.3 RHF, UHF AND ROHF CALCULATIONS
Thus far, we have assumed that two electrons of antiparrallel spin
occupy each filled MO. The Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method assumes
that paired electrons of antiparrallel spin occupy orbitals of identical energy and
spatial distribution. For systems with an odd number of electrons, or those
containing uncoupled electrons, the Unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method
can be used, as it designates each electron to an individual MO.

MOs

containing electrons of spin α are derived separately from those containing
electrons of spin β.

Unfortunately, spin contamination of the molecular

wavefunction may arise in the UHF calculation, and the final MO wavefunction
may appear to have taken on some of the character of other spin states. In
cases where this is anticipated to be a problem, the Restricted Open-shell
Hartree Fock matrix may be used instead.

Two types of MOs are solved

separately in the ROHF method; one set of MOs holds two electrons, while the
second set comprises one-electron orbitals that are similar to those used in the
UHF method.

Sophisticated mathematics are then used to resolve the

interactions between the coupled and uncoupled electrons.

1.9.1.4 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION
Geometry optimization is an iterative process by which a structure of
interest is manipulated or adjusted.

Energy calculations before and after
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adjustment determine the effect of changes to the structure. The structure is
deemed to be optimized when further small changes to the structure do not
reduce the energy. Automated optimization algorithms, such as those included
in CAChe Mechanics, CAChe MOPAC and CAChe ZINDO, are limited in that
the minimum energy structure returned from an optimization calculation could
correspond to one of a number of local minima, as opposed to the global
minimum. As an example, consider the optimization of n-butane. If the starting
structure for the optimization corresponds to the eclipsed rotomer A (Figure
1.30), the first minima to be located will be the gauche rotomer B, as a large
change in atomic coordinates is required to surmount the energy barrier
between B and the global minima E (due to the high-energy rotomer C). If the
rotomer corresponding to position D is used as the starting structure, then
optimization will return the global minimum E.
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Figure 1.30 Local and global minima of n-butane.
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1.9.1.5 CONFIGURATION INTERACTION CALCULATIONS
Energy values from all semi-empirical methods refer to the electronic
ground state of the molecule.

The PPP method gives the ground state π-

electron energy, ZINDO methods give total energy (i.e. electronic and nuclear)
of the system, and MOPAC methods give the thermodynamic heat of formation
at zero Kelvin. The calculation of excited state energy involves a configuration
interaction calculation to obtain useful results.
An excited state can be approximated by considering the energy of a
system in which one of the HOMO electrons has been promoted to the LUMO.
This is a poor description of the first excited state for most compounds, which is
more accurately described in terms of a weighted mixture of a series of excited
configurations, such as shown in Figure 1.31.

S1 =

85%

+

5%

+

2%

+

5%

+

1%

+

0.5%

+ .....

Figure 1.31 Excited state represented as a weighted mixture of several
excited configurations. The mixing coefficients are obtained from a CI
calculation.

Representing the excited state in this way is analogous to using
resonance theory to describe a structure in terms of the relative contributions of
a series of canonical forms, with higher energy canonical forms contributing less
to the overall structure. The percentage values underneath each of the excited
configurations in Figure 1.31 represent the relative contribution of each to the
excited state, which in this case is principally HOMO→LUMO in character.
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During a CI calculation, a manifold of configurations are considered.
Choosing the manifold requires judgment. Degenerate configurations must be
either all considered or all excluded from the CI calculation and the manifold
should include all of the major contributing configurations [clii].

The mixing

coefficients (i.e., the relative contributions that each configuration makes) for
each configuration are calculated simultaneously using the variation principle.
The method is similar to the iterative calculation of the atomic orbital coefficients
of the molecular orbitals.
An important parameter from CI calculations is the transition moment
vector (TMV), which results from consideration of time-dependent quantum
mechanics.

The TMV is a transient dipole that arises as the molecule

undergoes a transition from one electronic state to another during light
absorption or emission. During absorption, the electrical vector of the incident
light wave interacts with the TMV, thus light is selectively absorbed in one
polarization plane by the molecule.

1.9.1.6 AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
Ab Initio calculations involve the highest level of quantum theory,
although as with all of the quantum mechanical methods, the integrals from
manipulation of the Shrödinger equation are made tractable by observing the
Borne-Oppenheimer approximation.

Although ab initio calculations are

computationaly very intensive, they are reportedly more accurate than semiempirical methods [cliii].

1.9.2 DYESTUFF COMPUTATIONS
1.9.2.1 PREDICTION OF UV-VISIBLE SPECTRA
Because of flexibility, reliability, and low demand on computer power, the
PPP method has enjoyed a renaissance during the past two decades, despite
the availability of more rigorous computational methods during that time. The
main use of PPP has been in the prediction of λmax and εmax for which it excels
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[lxiii, cli, cliv, clv, clvi, clvii]. The PPP method was implemented on an Apple
home microcomputer developed in the 1980s as an educational tool, which
demonstrates the amenability of these calculations to modest computer
systems [clviii].
The PPP method has proved to be extremely adaptable, and has found
utility for predicting the light absorption characteristics of most chromophoric
systems [cli, cliv, clv, clvi, clix, clx, clxi, clxii, clxiii], and a generalized parameter
set has been developed by Griffiths [clxii]. However, the PPP method does not
take hydrogen bonding or d-orbital interactions into account, nor does it have
parameters for metals [clxii].
INDO/S and CNDO/S methods give the energy difference between the
ground and excited state for a fixed geometry [cxxxviii, cxxxix, clxiv].

The

CNDO/S method with CI was used to study a series of polyenes, cyanines, and
the protonated Schiff’s base of retinal, a natural pigment [clxv]. Researchers
found that CNDO/S could reproduce the spectrum of polyene dye, however,
agreement between predicted and experimental spectra for cyanine dyes and
retinal was poor [clxv]. In the case of the cyanine dyes studied, the authors
chose to replace N-methyl groups in the structures with hydrogen when
conducting their calculations [clxv]. Presumably, this substitution was carried
out in order to save computation time and memory, both of which were at a
premium in the 1980s. It should be pointed out that this substitution may have
had a deleterious effect on the calculation of state energies. In fact, methylation
of the nitrogen atoms in a cyanine dye would result in a convergence of, and a
possible re-ordering of the higher excited states of the dye, as the pseudo-π
(Walsh) orbitals of the methyl group contribute to the π-system. The HOMO
would also be destabilized by methylation, leading to a bathochromic shift
[clxvi]. Consequently, it is not surprising that agreement was poor. The authors
attributed the poor agreement between retinal color and predicted absorption to
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the possible presence of polar/ionic groups in the protein environment of the
compound which act as external perturbations [clxv].
The INDO/S method has been used to study the excited states of cis and
trans cyanine dyes, with and without methylated nitrogen atoms [clxvi]. The
authors found good agreement between experimental and predicted results,
and were able to explain the effects of cis-trans isomerism and methylation on
the color of the dyes [clxvi]. Hinks et al. have also shown that the INDO/S
method is useful for predicting the color of cyanine and polyene dyes [clxvii,
clxviii].
The INDO/S method has also been used to examine porphyrin
macrocycles and their nickel and copper complexes [clxix].

Geometry

optimizations and energy calculations confirmed the multiplicity of the
complexes, and a Mulliken population analysis of orbital occupancy after CI was
used to assess bonding between the central metal atom and the macrocycle.
This method was able to reproduce the spectra of these complexes [clxix]. A
similar approach was used to account for the redox activity of a large, square
planar tetradentate cobalt (II) complex [clxx]. The authors found strong d-π
mixing in the cobalt (II) complex, and concluded that the reductive properties of
cobalt (I) are a consequence of the availability of d-electrons [clxx].
No accounts were found which suggested that AM1 or PM3 were useful
for predicting the absorption spectra, although these methods are reported to
give much better geometries and heats of formation [clxxi]. However, AM1 CI
implemented in Hyperchem [clxxii] has been used to construct ground state and
excited state potential hypersurfaces along bond-rotation reaction coordinates
in order to explain cis-trans isomerism in cyanine dyes [clxxiii]. Time resolved
spectroscopy with picosecond resolution showed that the surface shapes were
consistent with observed results, except for the presence of an unexplained
calculated minima and a small potential barrier in the case of the sulfur
containing compounds.

The presence of these unrealistic peaks in the
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hypersurface was attributed to interactions between the lone pairs of the sulfur
atom and the remainder of the dye molecule [clxxiii].

1.9.3 MODELING ESIPT PROCESSES
Although no papers were found that relate to modeling proton transfer
processes in the excited state using semiempirical procedures, several were
found that dealt with modeling ground state tautomerism [xciii, xciv, clxxiv, clxxv
195]. The general approach appears to be to optimize the two tautomers using
AM1, followed by executing the ‘TS’ (transition state) routine in MOPAC to
optimize the transition state structure. Vibrational analysis was then used to
confirm that the structure obtained was a true transition state. A stationary state
(minima or maxima) has 6 very low frequency vibrational modes, and a true
transition state will have five low frequency and a single vibrational mode with a
negative frequency.

Furthermore, vibrational analysis gives values for the

enthalpy and entropy of the transition state at 25°C (from statistical
thermodynamics) from which Gibbs’ free energy can be calculated [xciii, clxxvi].
Comparison of the semi-empirical energy results with those from ab initio
revealed the proton tunneling energy barriers to be between 200 - 300% higher
by semi-empirical methods, and this has been attributed mainly to the heat of
formation of the proton being too high in these methods [xciv, cxlviii, cxlix,
clxxiv, clxxvii].

Comparison of the heat of formation of the tautomers often

agreed with experimental NMR or x-ray crystal data [xciii, clxxv, clxxvi,].

1.9.4 TEXTILE DYE DESIGN
Schumacher et al. [clxiii] recently described how molecular modeling
(PPP) can be used to predict the color and dyeing behavior of reactive dyes.
The authors suggested that docking optimized (MM2 and PM3) structures with
the x-ray crystal structure of cellulose could be used to optimize dye-fiber
interactions; however, no examples were given in the paper.
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1.10 MO-BASED INVESTIGATIONS IN DYE CHEMISTRY:
PROPOSED RESEARCH
1.10.1 MOLECULAR MODELING SYSTEMS
The goals of the present research are threefold: i) to demonstrate the
utility of molecular modeling for synthetic dye design, ii) to establish
unambiguous protocols applicable to a wide range of dye structures of interest
to the textile and allied industries, and iii) to apply molecular modeling to a)
explain the lightfastness behavior of known dyes and b) to design new dyes for
use in applications requiring high lightfastness. Given the complexity of the
systems to be studied and the quantity of previous work on the use of semiempirical methods to model moderately sized systems, it seems reasonable to
investigate the utility of semi-empirical molecular modeling as a first step. In
order to assess the applicability of candidate software and hardware, all
molecular models will be assessed in terms of their ability to consistently
reproduce experimental data. Once the applications and limitations have been
established, the models will be applied to hypothetical dyes prior to synthesis.
The PPP method will be implemented using PISYSTEM [cli]. MOPAC
and ZINDO will be implemented using the CAChe Worksystem [178]
commercial modeling software package.

1.10.2 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATIONS
The goal is to assess the ability of the semi-empirical methods
implemented in MOPAC and ZINDO to optimize dye geometries. Specifically, a
method which facilitates routine geometry optimization of dyes is sought.
The x-ray crystal structures of disperse dyes CI Disperse Red 167 and
Disperse Yellow 86 have been solved [179, 180]. As these are two key dyes
relevant to ongoing lightfastness research efforts, the ability of the various
methods implemented in MOPAC and ZINDO to optimize the geometries of
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nitrodiphenylamine and azo dyes will be determined by comparing the
optimized geometries to x-ray crystal structures.
It is well known that the outcome of geometry optimizations are highly
dependent upon the starting geometry because optimization methods currently
available only locate local minima. Local minima generated may be significantly
different from the desired global minima, and such deviations may have an
appreciable effect on the outcome of further calculations.

Thus, another

objective of this study is to design a series of structural adjustments that can be
performed on starting structures, to improve the final outcome of geometry
optimizations.

1.10.3 PREDICTION OF DYE COLOR AND STRENGTH
Dye color prediction for dyes of interest to our research program is a
realistically attainable goal, given the prior work undertaken in this field by
Griffiths and coworkers [lxiii]. Historically, three semi-empirical Hamiltonians
have been used to estimate the colorimetric properties of dyes, viz., the PPP (πonly), CNDO/S, and INDO/S methods. Adachi and Nakamura have shown that
PPP is superior to INDO/S and CNDO/S for the prediction of dye color and
strength [clvii].

However, the PPP method does not take into account the

effects of hydrogen bonding.

In addition, it does not consider d-orbital

interactions, or have parameters for metal atoms. The methods implemented in
ZINDO are designed to be applied to metallized systems.

Thus, for the

proposed investigation into the effects of metallization, the INDO method will be
used.
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1.10.4 ORTHO-SUBSTITUTED AZO DYES
The goal here is to model a series of aminoazobenzene dyes, searching
for correlations between experimental lightfastness properties and data
obtained from semi-empirical MO calculations.
Mehta and Peters [28] suggested

O
N

that the α-nitrogen atom in 2b may have

O
N

NR2

N
α

a low pKa in the first excited state.
Bridgeman and Peters [9] showed that
the reciprocal of the pKa of this atom in a

2b

series of azo dyes was proportional to
the rate of photodegradation.
Freeman et al. have characterized a series of ortho-substituted azo dyes
in terms of lightfastness.

As the pKa may be estimated using SCF energy

calculations for the protonated and unprotonated forms of these dyes, this study
will serve as a group on which to test whether the reciprocal of the calculated
pKa value is useful as an indicator of light fastness.

1.10.5 DYE-POLYMER INTERACTIONS
The goal of this aspect of the research is to use molecular modeling to
determine the extent to which the polymer matrix is involved in the photofading
of disperse dyes. Studies will be directed towards investigating the electronic
aspects of dye-polymer interactions.
The fading of dyes in PET often produces products arising from
reduction. Indirect photoreduction can be initiated by photoelectron transfer
from the photoexcited polymer to the ground state dye molecule.

Arcoria

coworkers found zeroth order kinetics for the photofading of 9, suggesting that
photofading was initiated by the polymer [53]. Thus, the electron affinity of the
ground states of dyes, which have already been evaluated for lightfastness, will
be calculated to determine whether there is a correlation between these
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molecular descriptors and observed lightfastness.

The electron affinity is

defined by the energy difference between the neutral and anionic states of a
given material.

Thus, as the calculated electron affinity increases (i.e.,

becomes more positive), it becomes easier for the species in question to accept
an electron and become an anion. The electron affinity corresponds to the
negative of the LUMO energy, which will be calculated using MOPAC. MOPAC
will also be used to examine the MO energy levels of PET to determine whether
electron transfer from polymer to dye would be possible, in light of the
discussion on bichromophoric dyes (page 43).

1.10.6 INVESTIGATION OF BICHROMOPHORIC DYES
The goal of this aspect of the research is focused upon investigating the
lightfastness of previously synthesized dyes

Excitation energy
must not flow this
way.

containing a UV absorbing moiety. It may
be possible to explain the anomalous
photostability of certain bichromophoric
dyes if we assume that allowing the

Dye

UV Absorber

excitation energy from the UV-absorbing
moiety of bichromophoric dyes to be

Figure 1.32. Undesirable energy
flow in experimental
bichromophoric dyes.

transferred into the low energy (dye)
chromophore (Figure 1.32.) will increase
photodegradation.

As discussed (Section

1.8.1.1.3), processes that dissipate photoexcitation energy are competitive, and
can be visualized as a system of water tanks and drains. In Figure 1.26, the
UV-absorbing chromophore is photoexcited (process a) which fills the top tank.
Competitive processes (b, c, d, and e, depicted as holes in the water tank) then
operate to dissipate energy, and return the molecule to the ground state.
Process b could represent internal conversion, c fluorescence, and d,
phosphorescence. Process e represents undesirable energy transfer from the
donor chromophore to the acceptor chromophore.

As these processes are
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competitive, increasing the rate of internal conversion will automatically reduce
the likelihood of other events.
Attempts to prevent energy flow from the UV absorber to the dye moiety
will be two pronged. First, two approaches will be used to increase the rate of
internal conversion of absorbed UV radiation by optimizing ESIPT efficiency in
the stabilizing moiety.

This may be achieved by i) reducing the hydrogen

bonding distance between the phenol group and the triazole nitrogen by placing
bulky groups ortho to the phenol group in hydroxybenzotriazoles, and ii) by
reducing the pKa of the phenolic group in the first excited state by the judicious
selection of substituents.

Second, a model of excitation energy will be

developed along the lines of Dexter’s intermolecular excitation energy transfer
theory, to model the rate of excitation energy transfer from the UV absorber to
the dye moiety.

Dexter’s equation describes the excitation energy transfer

between proximal or contiguous chromophores in a mixture of both observable
and theoretical terms. The rate of energy transfer is given by:

Rate k = (2π/h)KJexp(-2R/L)
where K and L reflect the ease of electron tunneling between the two
chromophores and J is the spectral overlap integral between the absorption
envelope of the accepting chromophore and the emission envelope of the donor
chromophore. L is the average orbital radius - the rate of attenuation of the MO
wavefunctions with distance, and R is the separation of the two chromophores.
As Dexter’s model contains several terms that are challenging to
estimate, attempts will be made to model excitation energy transfer in terms of
quantities that can be estimated using semi-empirical methods.

Namely, a

method will be developed which incorporates such molecular descriptors as
photoactive MO overlap and interchromophoric distance.
The unoccupied orbitals principally responsible for the UV and visible
absorptions in bichromophoric dyes will be identified. The MO coefficients of
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these orbitals on the atoms which link the two chromophores will be monitored.
If the antinodes of these unoccupied orbitals coincide, it may be possible for
excitation energy to tunnel from the unoccupied MO associated with the UV
absorbing state into the MO associated with the visible absorption.

This

process is shown by example in Figure 1.33. In this hypothetical case, the UV
absorption is associated with a HOMO - LUMO+1 transition, and the visible
absorption is associated with a HOMO - LUMO transition. The MO coefficients
are shown as circles on atoms; the diameter is proportional to the magnitude of
the coefficient, and the color indicates the phase.

In the hypothetical case

shown, it would appear that there is a significant coincidence of phase and
magnitude on several of the atoms shown in the link group.

LUMO+1
(UV absorber)

LUMO
(Yellow moiety)

LUMO+1 Eigenvectors
UV

Tunneling into yellow
moiety facilitated by
LUMO and LUMO+1
coincidences.

LUMO Eigenvectors

Figure 1.33 Illustration of proposed excitation energy transfer between two
chromophores, facilitated by coincidences of destination orbital antinodes,
present on groups linking the two chromophores (not to scale).

1.10.7 METAL COMPLEX DYES
The goal of this aspect of the present investigation is to establish why
some metals e.g., Fe (III) usually give metal complexed dyes of lower
lightfastness than their more toxic Cr (III) and Co (III) counterparts. Once the
role of the central metal atom in such dyes has been determined, the results will
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be used to design metal-free dyes for applications where currently only
metallized dyes can be used.
As a first step to achieving this goal, molecular modeling protocols will be
established for building metal complex dye structures and optimizing them. The
semi-empirical ZINDO package is the only such method available in which
parameters and the correct algorithms for calculating the optimum structure of
metal complexes are found. Consequently, this package will be employed in
these studies.

It will be necessary to compute the multiplicity of the iron

complexes. This can be achieved if one assumes that the sextet multiplicity
complex will have longer bonds from the CMA to the ligand than the doublet
multiplicity complex. Geometry optimizations of both the sextet and doublet
structures will be performed. It is anticipated that the structure with the lowest
SCF energy will give the multiplicity of the complex.
After geometry optimization, the results of the Mulliken population
analysis will be used to assess the type of bonding that exists between the
ligand and the CMA. In particular, d-electron interactions with the ligands will
be examined.

Also, the optimized geometry, will be used to examine the

localization/delocalization and relative energies of the lower excited states of
these dyes.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS:
2.1.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Two molecular modeling systems were used to analyze dye structures.
PISYSTEM [cli, 181], which is based upon the π-only SCF MO approach of
Pariser, Parr [cxxii, cxxiii], and Pople [cxxiv], was executed on a 133 MHz
Pentium-based PC system with 16MB of RAM.

PISYSTEM retains the σ-π

separation principle, and Nishimoto-Mataga two-center repulsion integrals of the
original PPP method [cxxv]. However, non-planar systems are accommodated
by adjustment of the β-resonance integrals [182], and σ−frame polarization is
accommodated by the iterative variation of electronegativity [cxxvi]. CAChe
Worksystem (Oxford Molecular [178]) running on an Apple Macintosh Quadra
950 equipped with a 40 MHz CXP RISC coprocessor, 64 MB RAM, and a 3D
stereoscopic monitor was used for the remaining calculations.

CAChe

implementations of MOPAC 6.0 and ZINDO were used for all-valence electron
quantum mechanical calculations.

2.1.2 STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
Structures were entered using a graphical editor (CAChe Editor); heavy
atom centers were defined using a mouse to generate a topologically correct,
crude starting structure. Formal atomic charges and electronic configurations
were specified judiciously wherever required. A process designated by CAChe
as “Beautification” then added electron lone pairs and hydrogen atoms
wherever needed and converted the structure into a more realistic
representation, using standard bond lengths and angles.
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In the case of PISYSTEM, atoms contributing to the π-system of the dye
were entered into a graphical editor, which then performed a two-dimensional
geometry optimization routine (denoted as “Idealise” in PISYSTEM) before the
PPP SCF CI calculation was started.

2.1.3 STRUCTURE SCF ENERGY CALCULATIONS
PM3, AM1, MNDO, and MINDO/3 Hamiltonians were used to calculate
SCF energy in MOPAC using a RHF method and the default MOPAC SCF
converger. The INDO/2 Hamiltonian was implemented in ZINDO using either a
RHF, UHF, or an ORHF method for SCF energy, depending upon the electronic
configuration of the system under study. PISYSTEM implemented the π-only
PPP method (RHF) to obtain MO energies.

2.1.4 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATIONS
2.1.4.1 MANUAL ADJUSTMENTS
Manual adjustments of structures using the graphical editor were often
necessary to generate alternate starting structures (e.g., rotomers, isomers, and
structures containing intramolecular Hydrogen bonds) and hence facilitate
location of low-energy minima. This step went part way to overcoming the
difficulty of locating global minima.

2.1.4.2 CLASSICAL MOLECULAR MECHANICS
CAChe Worksystem implemented an augmented MM2 forcefield and a
conjugate gradient minimizer to reduce the energy of structures on the basis of
molecular strain. Convergence was reached when further small changes in
geometry would did not affect the structure energy by more than 0.001 kcal.mol1

.
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2.1.4.3 SEMI-EMPIRICAL QUANTUM MECHANICS
The Eigenvector Following function minimizer was used to iteratively
reduce SCF energy in MOPAC calculations.

Extra MOPAC keywords were

used to further control the calculation, viz.:
EF

To use the eigenvector following minimizer

HESS=1

To generate a matrix consisting of the derivative of the atomic

coordinate displacement with respect to SCF energy before beginning
the first optimization cycle. (Makes EF optimizations more efficient.)
GNORM=2

To continue to optimize the geometry until the conjugate gradient

fell below 2.0
XYZ

To use Cartesian coordinates in the optimization calculation.
(Makes the calculation more robust, especially for linear systems.)

In some MOPAC optimizations, the default Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno function minimizer was used.

In these cases, the geometry was

optimized to the satisfaction of Herbert’s test. Herbert’s test was satisfied when
the estimated distance from the current point to the minimum was less than a
specified constant.
For ZINDO optimizations, the Newton-Raphson converger was used
unless convergence problems arose, in which cases, an Augmented Hessian
converger was used instead. The Augmented Hessian converger took the first
and second derivatives of atomic coordinates with respect to energy into
account, and so was a more stable converger.

Convergence criteria were

satisfied when the largest component of the gradient was less than 0.001
kcal.mol-1.
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2.1.5 SOLUBILITY PREDICTION
CAChe ProjectLeader contains an implementation of a calculation that
allows estimation of the water-octanol partition coefficient (Log P) for structures
amenable to AM1.

COSMO (Conductor-like Screening Model) is used in

conjunction with AM1 to simulate the effect of a continuous dielectric medium on
the structure SCF energy. The log P calculation used by CAChe ProjectLeader
is based on the Blog P technique of Bodor et al. [183, 184], which utilizes a
regression equation to estimate log P from a series of molecular descriptors,
including atomic partial charges from MOPAC, heats of solvation (MOPAC AM1
COSMO model [185]), and solvent accessible surface area. A correction for
heteroatoms and nitro groups present in the structure is also made.

2.1.6 CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
It is conceivable that certain MO based properties associated with
bichromophoric dyes depend upon the relative orientation of the two
chromophores. In an attempt to accommodate the conformational freedom of
bichromophoric dyes, conformational analysis was carried out. Care was taken
to treat intramolecular hydrogen bonds within each chromophore as if they were
covalent bonds, thus preserving the planarity of the chromogen.
In the case of bichromophoric dyes containing a sulfonamide linkage, two
dihedral angle geometry search labels were attached - the first set to rotate
groups about the bond between the carbon and sulfonamide S atoms, and the
second set to search while rotating about the N-C bond of the sulfonamide link
(Figure 2.1). In the case of chromophores connected via a diphenylamine, only
one search label was attached (Figure 2.1).
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Rotation about NH-C bond

O

O
N

H
N

Rotation about NH-C bond
H
N

S
O O

Rotation about C-SO2 bond

Figure 2.1 Positioning of geometry search labels for conformational analysis of
bichromophoric dyes.

Structures were submitted for rigid searches using the MM2 augmented
forcefield. In other words, phenyl groups attached to bonds identified with a
search label were incrementally rotated in 24 steps of 15° about the identified
bond.

After each incremental rotation, the mechanical strain energy was

calculated. Plotting the strain energy against the dihedral angle gave a pseudo
reaction coordinate diagram for dyes containing only one search label (80, 81,
86, 92-94, page 119), and an energy contour map (essentially a Ramachandran
diagram) for containing two search angles (77-79, 82-85, 87-91, page 119). A
true reaction coordinate diagram shows a reaction progressing through a saddle
point. However, as the molecules were held rigid during rigid searches, we
cannot assume that the reaction coordinate diagram produced passes through
a saddle point. Optimized MM2 geometry searches were attempted in which a
geometry optimization was conducted after each increment. However, as the
MM2 forcefield does not treat hydrogen bonding rigorously, the optimization
often returned non-planar minima. In addition, searches were attempted using
MOPAC PM3 to calculate the energy after each incremental bond rotation. The
MOPAC search took approximately 8 hours to construct energy contour maps
for each structure, whereas MM2 searches typically took 10 minutes per
structure to identify essentially the same minima.
Unique minima for each structure were identified using the energy
contour maps and reaction coordinate diagrams and saved to separate files.
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These crude minima were then optimized using MOPAC PM3 using usual
settings and keywords to control the calculation.

The SCF energies of the

optimized minima were recorded, and Boltzmann’s distribution (1) was then
used to calculate the relative population of each conformer. The populations
were then normalized to unity, so that results to which conformational analyses
were applied were not skewed by structures with differing numbers of
accessible low energy conformers. The Boltzmann distribution (1), where Ni/Nj

Ni
Nj

=e

Ei - Ej
RT
(1)

is the mole fraction of conformer i compared to j, Ei and Ej are the respective
energies of conformer i and j respectively, R represents Boltzmann’s constant,
and T is the thermodynamic temperature in Kelvin.

2.1.7 CONFIGURATION INTERACTION (CI) CALCULATIONS
ZINDO CI calculations utilized INDO/S parameters, derived from
spectroscopic data. The CI level determines the number of orbitals that are
used to construct the excited configuration manifold. In each case, a CI level
was chosen such that further increases to the CI level would not cause
significant change in the predicted energy states of interest.
Spectroscopic predictions using PISYSTEM were made based upon the
results of a limited configuration interaction calculation involving the 36 lowest
energy singly excited configurations.
MOPAC CI was initiated and controlled using the following keywords:
SINGLET OPEN(X,Y) ROOT=Z, where X=number electrons distributed in Y
partially occupied MOs which constitutes the excited configuration manifold.
SINGLET specifies singlet multiplicity and ROOT=Z specifies that the Zth root of
the molecular wavefunction should be optimized (ground=1, first excited=2,
etc.). For example, to optimize the geometry of a structure in the 1st excited
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singlet state, one could use the following additional keywords in the calculation
settings:
SINGLET OPEN(2,7) ROOT=2 EF XYZ HESS=1 GNORM=2
Although values for X and Y were chosen through trial and error, to
obtain consistent results, the MOPAC CI calculation failed if only part of a set of
degenerate MOs were included in the configuration manifold. The OPEN(X,Y)
keyword was used to include or exclude all of the degenerate orbitals, after
examining MO eigenvalues either in the MOPAC output file, or by accessing
these data through the CAChe Editor Internals menu.

2.1.8 EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER ESTIMATIONS
As the separation between the two chromophores of bichromophoric
dyes (77-94) was less than 5 Å, excitation energy transfer would most likely
follow a Dexter type relationship. Dexter’s equation contains many terms that
would be difficult to estimate using molecular modeling tools at hand. However,
an attempt was made to formulate a model describing possible excitation
energy transfer from the UV absorber moiety to the nitrodiphenylamine moiety.
The mathematical model resembled Dexter’s equation (Section 1.8.1.1.2), in
that consideration was given to MO overlap and interchromophore separation.
Conformational analysis was used to establish populations of possible
conformers.

ZINDO configuration interaction was used to identify the most

significant MOs involved in the first five transitions (including forbidden
transitions) of each conformer of each dye. The chromophores associated with
the MOs were then identified by examining representations using CAChe
Visualizer. Hence, MOs responsible for UV absorption and those giving rise to
absorption of visible light were identified. The MO coefficients (eigenvectors
obtained from the CI calculation) of the LUMO+x destination orbitals for the
transitions were then recorded for each atom in the groups linking the two
chromophores. This included 7 atoms in the case of chromophores linked by a
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sulfonamide group angles (77-79, 82-85, 87-91), and 4 in the case of those
linked by an amino group.

This process involved opening the structure in

CAChe Editor and accessing the INDO/S eigenvector data stored in the
molecule file by editing the file “Internals”.
MO eigenvectors on any given atom were multiplied together, and the
eigenvector products for the individual atoms were then summed for the set of
atoms in the link group. In this way, both the phase and magnitude of the
overlap were included in the calculation. Our analogy for the quantity K in
Dexter’s equation for a two atom link now becomes:

K = xa ( c1 φ1 c1 φ2 + c2 φ1 c2 φ2 ) + xb ( c1 φ1 c1 φ2 + c2 φ1 c2 φ2 ) +
...
where xa is the normalized population of conformer a, c1φ1 is the eigenvector of
MO1 (cφ1), located on atom 1, and c1φ2 is the eigenvector of MO2 (cφ2), located
on atom 1.
In some cases more than one UV transition was found.

As the

probability of an absorption event occurring is proportional to the oscillator
strength, cases involving more than one UV transition, the squares of the
transition moment vectors for each transition were divided by 100 (to prevent
skewing of data) and normalized to unity. These values were then used to
weight the results of two separate calculations of K.
The value of R was taken from the measurement of the distance
between atoms in conjugation with the chromophores and directly connected to
linking group from the PM3 optimized structure. The quantity L (average orbital
radius in Dexter’s equation) was included in this model by totaling the modulus
of both (LUMO and LUMO+x) eigenvectors on each atom in the linking group
and multiplying by 50. The quantity J (spectral overlap integral) was assumed
to be a constant, and as such not included in this model.
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2.2 MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREMENTS
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were conducted on 20-30mg
samples using a 4-inch electromagnet with Faraday pole pieces, powered by a
Varian 2901 regulated magnet power supply [186].

A Cahn model RG

microbalence [187] was used to measure sample weight changes.
Hg[Co(NCS)4] was used to characterize the magnetic field parameter,
(H.∂H/∂y) and to standardize magnetic susceptibility measurements.

The

diamagnetic contribution of the constituent atoms and ions were estimated from
Pascale’s constant tables, and subtracted from the measured total molar
magnetic susceptibility, the difference being the paramagnetic susceptibility.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION OF DYES
3.1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOCOL FOR GENERATING
STARTING STRUCTURES FOR OPTIMIZATIONS
It is well known that the outcome of geometry optimizations is highly
dependent upon the starting geometry. As there is no test to confirm that an
optimized structure is a global minimum, protocols aimed at refining the starting
structure were developed. During the course of this investigation, it became
clear that a number of routine manual adjustments could be made to azo dye
structures which gave minima that were lower in energy and less distorted after
optimization than if certain adjustments were not conducted.

3.1.1.1 LONE PAIR INTERACTIONS IN ORTHO SUBSTITUTED AZO DYES
In the case of azo dyes possessing a substituent ortho to the azo bond, a
lower energy structure was returned from the optimizer if the geometry of the
substituent was adjusted such that it was positioned in alignment with the lone
pair on the α-azo nitrogen (e.g. 44).

In the case of rotomer 45, the ortho

substituent can interact through space with the lone pair on the azo β-nitrogen
atom. This interaction is avoided in rotomer 44.
Rotomers 44 and 45 were optimized in MOPAC using AM1 and PM3.
Table 1 gives the energy of the optimized structures in kcal.mol-1. The results
R
N

α

N

44

β

α
N(CH2CH 2OH) 2

N β
N

N(CH2CH 2OH) 2

R

45
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Table 1 Final SCF energy values for optimized azo rotomers 44 and 45.
Structure and Method
Used

Rotomer 44 Energy
(kcal.mol-1)

Rotomer 45 Energy
(kcal.mol-1)

R=Cl (AM1 Method)

2.9

3.9

R=Cl (PM3 Method)

-5.1

-5.3

R=CH3 (AM1 Method)

2.0

5.4

R=CH3 (PM3 Method)

-6.6

-6.4

R=CN (AM1 Method)

41.2

41.5

R=CN (PM3 Method)

35.9

36.7

showed that manual adjustments of the azo structure from rotomer 44 to 45
gave rise to a lower energy optimized structure.

The case of the cyano

derivative is worthy of comment. The shape of the cyano group is rod-like,
whereas methyl and chloro groups are essentially spherical. It is possible that
the rod-like shape of the cyano group presents interacts with the azo β-nitrogen
lone electron pair to a lesser extent than spherical groups. This resulted in a
smaller difference in the energy of the two rotomers using AM1.
In some cases, the minima produced by optimization of rotomer 45 were
distorted, i.e. the optimizer distorted the chromophore while attempting to
optimize the structure.

Figure 3.1 shows a lateral

view of the result of

optimization of rotomer 45 (R=CH3) using PM3. The azo group was twisted out
of plane of the two phenyl rings. Such an arrangement would reduce π-orbital
overlap across the chromophore, which would have a deleterious effect on color
prediction calculations.

Distortions such as these are consistent with

underestimation of π overlap energy by AM1 and PM3, as also suspected by
Redington and Bock [xciv].
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Figure 3.1 Lateral view of rotomer 45 (R=CH3) after optimization using
PM3, showing distortions at the azo group.

3.1.1.2 AZO DYES CONTAINING HETEROCYCLIC GROUPS
Lone pair interactions need also be considered in azo dyes containing
heterocyclic rings. The lone pairs of the heteroatom in the heterocyclic moiety
of 46 may interact weakly but unfavorably with the β-nitrogen lone pair and this
interaction should be alleviated by bond rotation (46 to 47) prior to optimization.
In the case of the sulfur atom, the lone pairs are in a tetrahedral configuration,
and as such avoid clash with the azo lone pair by residing above and below
them in 47.

The calculated energy differences between optimized 46 and

optimized 47 are small; AM1 incorrectly predicts 46 to be more stable than 47

O2N

N

S

N

N
N

N

46

N(CH2CH 2OH) 2 O2N

S

N

N(CH2CH 2OH) 2

47

by 3.6 kcal.mol-1, while PM3 predicts 47 to be more stable than 46 by 0.2
kcal.mol-1.
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3.1.1.3 HYDROGEN BONDS
An
above

H3 C
Cl

findings

to

occurs

when the substituent is an

O
H N

O2N

exception

acylamine, such as in 12.

N
N

N(CH2CH 2OCOCH 3)2

Amide
position

12

groups
are

participate

in

in

this

known

to

hydrogen

bonding with the β-azo
nitrogen atom [179].
During the course of optimization protocol development, it became clear
that structures had to be manually adjusted before semi-empirical optimization
in such a way that the optimizer could then utilize the energy-reducing effects of
hydrogen bonds in a given structure. If the atoms were not placed in a position
such that they may form hydrogen bonds, the optimizer would often not include
this interaction. An illustration of this potential shortcoming is provided by
rotomers of a hydroxybenzotriazole (see 25a and 25b). The benzotriazole ring
in 25b is non-coplanar with the phenol ring, and the hydroxy hydrogen was
rotated out of possible hydrogen bonding distance to the triazole nitrogens.
These two rotomers were optimized in MOPAC using both AM1 and PM3. The
SCF energies of the optimized structures are given in
Table 2. In this case, the PM3 method was more sensitive to the presence of
hydrogen bonding than the AM1 method. The final optimized structures of 25b
from both AM1 and PM3 did not contain hydrogen bonding interactions and
were non-planar, whereas the optimized structures for 25a did contain hydrogen
bonding interactions, and were planar.
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CH3

CH3

25a

25b

Table 2 Final SCF energy of 25a and 25b after optimization.
Method Used

Structure 25 a

Structure 25 b

AM1 Energy

109.396 kcal/mol

109.607 kcal/mol

PM3 Energy

68.683 kcal/mol

71.903 kcal./mol

These results highlight the significance of the starting geometry in
modern semi-empirical methods. Clearly, if hydrogen bonding plays significant
roles in the conformation of a compound, the possibilities for hydrogen bonding
in a structure need to be identified prior to semi-empirical optimization.

3.1.1.4 AMINO SUBSTITUENT ADJUSTMENT
Results of optimizations showed that if both alkyl chains of dialkylamino
groups were co-planar in the starting structure, in most cases the optimizer
retained this co-planarity even if it meant pyramidalization of the amino nitrogen
in order to relieve steric strain. A less distorted final structure was returned
when one of the alkyl groups was rotated out of plane before the optimizer was
started, as shown in Figure 3.2.

The energy difference between the two

rotomers was on the order of 10 kcal/mol, before optimization.
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a

b

Figure 3.2 Routine adjustment of alkylamino groups in a to give b prior to
semi-empirical optimization.
Structures 48a-b and 49a-b were optimized using AM1 and PM3. The
N-alkyl groups in structures 48b and 49b had been altered to resemble
rotomers a and b in Figure 3.2. Table 3 shows that the energy of the final
CN

CN
OH

OH
N

N
N

N

N

N
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OH

48a

48b
H3 C

H3 C
O

HO
H
N

HO

N

O

OH

H

N

N
N

N

N

OH

N
N

N

HO

HO
OH

49a

OH

49b

structure was only slightly affected by adjusting the N-alkyl groups. However,
calculation times were reduced in most cases. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the
distortions that were found in 48a and 48b amino groups when manual rotation
of N-alkyl groups were not conducted.
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Table 3 SCF energy values (kcal.mol-1) of compounds 48 and 49 before and
after optimization. Calculation times are given in parenthesis.
48a

48b

49a

49b

AM1 Starting
Structure Energy

89.224

46.468

471.154

222.597

PM3 Starting
Structure Energy

85.738

51.008

322.555

132.256

AM1 Final Structure
Energy

41.067
(38 min.)

41.408
(18 min.)

59.919
(1 h. 31
min.)

59.894
(49 min.)

PM3 Final Structure
Energy

36.035
(28 min.)

35.726
(26 min.)

21.059
(1 h. 26
min.)

21.630
(1 h.)

AM1-optimized alkylamino groups of 48a.

AM1-optimized alkylamino groups of 48b.

PM3-optimized alkylamino groups of 48a.

PM3-optimized alkylamino groups of 48b.

Figure 3.3 Distortions of amino groups are reduced if N-alkyl groups are
adjusted prior to optimization.
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Clearly, distortions to the amino nitrogen atom were reduced when the
alkyl groups were adjusted as shown in Figure 3.2. PM3 had a tendency to
pyramidalize amino nitrogen atoms, as seen in Figure 3.3. Pyramidalization
was noticeably worse in the case of PM3-optimized 48a. AM1 also twisted the
amino group out of the plane of the phenyl ring in the case of 48a. However, in
the adjusted structure 48b, AM1 appeared to cause the least distortion to the
amino group.
Consistent with an underestimation of π overlap energy, 48a in Figure
3.3 shows that the amino group was twisted out of conjugation during the
optimization. These results also highlight the impact of the starting geometry on
the final structure obtained from geometry optimizations.

Clearly, it is

necessary to adjust N-alkyl groups (as shown in Figure 3.2, structure b) present
in candidate structures before proceeding with optimizations.

3.1.1.5 METAL COMPLEX DYES
Optimizations involving metal complexes were found to be particularly
sensitive to the initial starting geometry. A protocol was developed by which
metal complex dyes could be optimized routinely. The protocol is based upon
ensuring that the central metal atom (CMA) of the starting structure is placed at
the center of a regular octahedron formed by the six electron donating atoms of
the ligands. It became apparent that if short-cuts were taken, and the metal
atom was not centralized, the “optimized” structure would usually contain
severe distortions in the region of the CMA after optimization using ZINDO. The
types of distortions observed included bond lengths in excess of 2Å, metal
atoms dislocated far from the center of the molecule, and distortions to the
ligands including bending planar azo dyes into butterfly shapes.
1)

The ligands of the metal complex dye were built using CAChe Editor, and

“beautified”. The configurations of the ligands were adjusted to bring the groups
that would be involved in bonding to the CMA onto the same side of each
ligand. The two ligands were then positioned on the screen in the same plane
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(Figure 3.4).

The CMA was then added and bonds to the appropriate azo

nitrogen atoms (in this case, the α-nitrogen atoms) were also added. At this
stage, none of the atoms were assigned formal charges.
SO2 NH2

Cl

β

N
2

N

α'

N

α

N

2

Cl

HO
N

H2 NO2S

1

OH

OH

1'

β

N

α

OH
Cl

SO2 NH2

Cl

Cl

OH

OH Cr
HO
N

2'

1'

β'

1

α'

N
β'

OH

Cl

2'

Cl

Cl

H2 NO2S

Figure 3.4 Initial linkage of a central metal atom to ligand structures using
CAChe Editor.

2)

The CMA-Nα bond lengths were adjusted to 1.9 Å, by clicking on the azo

nitrogen followed by the CMA.
3)

The Nα-CMA-Nα‘ bond angle was set to 180°.

4)

The Nβ-Nα-CMA bond angle was adjusted to 120° for both azo groups.

5)

The C1-Nα-CMA bond angle on each azo group was set to 120°.

6)

The improper torsion angle between the CMA and the plane of the azo

dyes was set to 0° by selecting atoms in the sequence CMA-Nα-Nβ-C1, and
adjusting the improper torsion angle to 0°. This was repeated for both azo
moieties. At this stage, the entire molecule was co-planar.
7)

The two azo chromophores were set perpendicular by selecting atoms in

the order Nβ-Nα-Nα’-Nβ’, and adjusting the dihedral angle to 90°.
8)

Bonds were then added from the oxygen atoms to the CMA. The azo-

CMA bonds were changed to coordinate bonds.

With the entire molecule

selected, the valence (and only the valence) was “beautified” using the
“Beautify” utility of the Editor. This structure was saved.
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9)

A mechanics optimization was run on this structure. Figure 3.5 shows an

example of a mechanics-optimized chromium complex.

Figure 3.5
structure.

10)

A mechanically optimized metal complex dye

The mechanically optimized structure was re-opened in the Editor, and

all bonds to the CMA were deleted. The oxygen atoms were changed to sp2
oxygen atoms with a charge of -1. The central metal atom was also given an
appropriate charge (e.g.: +3) and hybridization (e.g.: d2sp3). This structure was
saved, and used as the starting structure for ZINDO optimization. An example
of a metal complex starting structure is given in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Example of a starting structure for ZINDO optimizations.
All bonds to the central metal atom have been removed following
optimization using CAChe Mechanics, and atoms have been given an
appropriate formal charge.
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3.2 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION OF DISPERSE DYES
This part of the study involved an examination of the ability of modern
modeling methods to accurately predict the x-ray crystal structures of three
disperse dyes, CI Disperse Yellow 86 (21), CI Disperse Red 167 (12), and CI
Disperse Blue 27 (50). These three dyes are used in PET for applications
requiring good lightfastness, and serve as prototypes in our research program
aimed at designing lightfast analogs.
H3 C
H

Cl

NO2

O
HN

N
O2N
C2 H5O

N
N

SO2 N(CH3) 2

21

N(CH2CH 2OCOCH 3)2

12
NO2

O

OH

O

HN

(CH2) 2OH

NO2

50

The x-ray crystal structures of 12 and 21 have already been determined
by Freeman et al. [188, 189]. The presence of a hydrogen bonding interaction
in 21 is believed to facilitate excited state intramolecular proton transfer [2], thus
providing a mechanism for rapid deactivation of the photoexcited dye. With this
point in mind, we sought to assess the ability of molecular modeling methods to
accurately predict hydrogen bond distances. Similarly, in the case of 12, x-ray
studies have shown that a bifurcated hydrogen bond exists between the
acylamino hydrogen atom, one of the nitrogen atoms of the azo group, and the
chlorine atom [188]. The presence of such hydrogen bonding is thought to
impart photostability to this dye. A literature search did not reveal the x-ray
crystal structure of any commercial anthraquinone dyes, however, x-ray crystal
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data are available for a number of pharmaceuticals containing an anthraquinone
moiety. An example is the cytotoxic antibiotic daunomycin 51, a compound
used for the treatment of acute lymphocytic leukemia [190, 191].
O

H3 C

OH

Structures 12, 21, and 50 were entered

O

into the molecular mechanics package via the
OH

H3 C

O

O

OH

O

CAChe graphical Editor as planar structures.
Initial optimization involved the use of a
mechanical method (augmented MM2) to

O
H3 C
H3 N
OH

51

obtain a crude structure. A list of all of the
non-hydrogen bond lengths was compiled
and the mechanics-optimized geometry was
then duplicated. Copies of the structure were

fed into graphical interfaces to MOPAC and ZINDO. Geometry optimizations
were then performed using MNDO, MINDO/3, AM1 and PM3 Hamiltonians, in
the case of the four MOPAC calculations, and CNDO/1, CNDO/2, INDO/1, and
INDO/2 were used for optimizations in the ZINDO package. In the case of
optimizations run in MOPAC, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
function minimization routine was used to optimize the geometry.
The outputs from the optimizations using the different Hamiltonians were
then compared to the measured x-ray structures for dyes 12 and 21. Initially,
bond lengths were compared. The bond lengths of the N-alkyl ester chains of
12 were not included in the study, as these were ill-defined in the experimental
data.

3.2.1 ANTHRAQUINONE DYES
It quickly became apparent that the semi-empirical modeling systems of
CAChe were not capable of optimizing the structures of anthraquinone dyes.
Although x-ray crystal data show the tricyclic system in these dyes to be planar
[190, 191], each of the eight methods listed above distorted the geometry of the
carbonyl groups and anthraquinone moiety so severely that investigations in
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this area were terminated.

Semi-empirical optimization tended to force the

anthraquinone moiety into a non-planar “butterfly” shape. An example of an
attempted anthraquinone optimization is shown in Figure 3.7, which shows the
structure of CI Disperse Blue 56 after optimization using MM2 followed by AM1.

Figure 3.7 Two views of CI Disperse Blue 56 after optimization using AM1.
The butterfly-shaped distortions to the tricyclic anthraquinone system can
be clearly seen in the lateral view of the molecule (top).

3.2.2 ANOMALOUS HEAT OF FORMATION RESULTS FROM AM1
It came as a surprise to find that the AM1 method predicted the cis
isomer of azobenzenes to be more stable than the trans isomer (Table 4). PM3
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did not show the same flaw. Interestingly, this problem did not seem to apply to
stilbene analogs 54 and 55 (Table 4), which were predicted to be most stable in
the trans configurations by both methods. The (azo iso−π−electronic) stilbene
dianion 56 was also optimized in AM1 and PM3. Interestingly, both methods
suggested the cis and the trans isomers of the dianion to be degenerate. A
search of the literature did not reveal any previous reports of this shortcoming of
AM1.

Although the source of this error is unclear, it would appear to be

associated with the AM1 parameters for sp2 hybridized double bonded nitrogen

R
X

R

X
X

a Trans

X

b Cis

52 R=H, X=N

53 R=N(CH2CH2OH)2, X=N

54 R=H, X=CH

55 R=N(CH2CH2OH)2, X=CH

-

56 R=H, X=C

atoms.

Table 4 Calculated heats of formation for the cis and trans isomers of 52-56.
Structure

AM1 Energy (kcal.mol-1)

PM3 Energy (kcal.mol-1)

52a (trans)

100.1

90.7

52b (cis)

95.5

93.3

53a (trans)

6.8

-0.7

53b (cis)

2.3

2.6

54a (trans)

60.8

61.2

54b (cis)

64.2

65.4

55a (trans)

-30.1

-28.7

55b (cis)

-27.6

-23.3

56a (trans)

144.0

144.1
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56b (cis)

144.1

144.1

3.2.3 NITRODIPHENYLAMINE AND AZO DYES
The structures obtained from geometry optimizations were compared to
the x-ray crystal structures of 12 and 21 in terms of a) atomic bond lengths, b)
intramolecular hydrogen bond distances, and c) molecular conformations,
including the geometries of amino nitrogen atoms. A visual comparison of the
x-ray crystal structure of 21 with the structure predicted by the AM1 method is
presented in Figure 3.8. The structure obtained using PM3 was similar. The
length of the intramolecular hydrogen bond is displayed in Å on both the
predicted and x-ray crystal structures in Figure 3.8. It can be seen that the AM1
predicted structure is similar to the x-ray crystal structure, in terms of
conformation and the presence of hydrogen bonding in the structure.

Figure 3.8 Comparison of the x-ray crystal structure of CI Disperse
Yellow 86 (top) with the AM1 predicted structure (bottom).
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The PM3 method gave similar results to the AM1 method for both 21 and
12. Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the x-ray crystal structure of 12 with the
AM1 predicted geometry.

Figure 3.9 Comparison of x-ray crystal structure of CI Disperse Red 167
(top) with the AM1 predicted structure (bottom).

3.2.3.1 BOND LENGTH PREDICTION
The experimental bond lengths of 12 and 21 were compared to those
obtained

for

the

structures

after

geometry

optimizations,

using

the

aforementioned eight semi-empirical methods and the Newtonian MM2 method.
Representative data are provided in Figure 3.10 and show the relationship
between experimental heavy atom bond lengths for dyes 12 and 21 and AM1
predicted bond lengths. The graph is similar to the graph obtained from the
results of PM3 optimizations.

Table 5 and Table 6 contain the root mean
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square percent error, average end error, correlation coefficients, and largest

AM1 bond length / Angstrom
units

bond-length error for each method employed.

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Bond lengths from x-ray data / Angstrom units

Figure 3.10 Relationship between experimental and predicted (AM1)
bond lengths in 21. A similar graph was obtained when PM3 was
used.
Table 5 Summary of results pertaining to the prediction of bond lengths of 21.
Method Used
MM2+
CNDO/1
CNDO/2
INDO/1
INDO/2
MINDO/3
MNDO
AM1
PM3

Average RMS
Error (%)
2.38
1.97
1.61
1.65
1.65
2.37
1.97
1.18
1.16

End Error (Å)
-0.340
-0.079
-0.017
-0.176
-0.031
-0.249
-0.069
0.172
-0.180

Correlation
Coefficient
0.928
0.957
0.961
0.965
0.961
0.948
0.973
0.977
0.977

Largest Error
(%)
11.19
5.51
3.87
6.57
4.55
5.05
6.42
4.04
8.54

Table 6 Summary of results pertaining to the prediction of bond lengths of 12.
Method Used
MM2+
CNDO/1
CNDO/2

Average RMS
Error (%)
2.32
1.76
1.77

End Error (Å)
0.001
0.148
0.151

Correlation
Coefficient
0.914
0.961
0.960

Largest Error
(%)
10.01
4.33
4.09
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INDO/1
1.82
0.023
0.954
INDO/2
1.78
0.044
0.952
MINDO/3
2.35
-0.129
0.941
MNDO
1.77
<0.001
0.973
AM1
1.54
0.096
0.968
PM3
1.57
0.103
0.966
As anticipated, the Newtonian MM2+ method was the least

5.01
4.60
10.15
4.42
4.49
3.95
accurate

overall for modeling conjugated structures such as 21 and 12. This method
gave a level of random error that lowered the r2 value to a modest 0.91 and 0.93
for 21 and 12, respectively. While the causes of random error in this method
are not certain, they could arise as a result of subtle molecular orbital
interactions which were not taken into account. The MM2+ method is, however,
accurate enough to warrant its use in obtaining a crude starting structure for
more rigorous semi-empirical optimizations.
The r2 values for the eight semi-empirical methods are comparable. The
occurrence of random errors was progressively reduced in the most recent
methods, as AM1 and PM3 showed the best consistency. Interestingly, the end
errors for the estimation of bond lengths in nitrodiphenylamine dye 21 are much
larger than those for azo dye 12.

While the cause of this effect was not

established, it could be attributed to different crystal forces impacting the crystal
lattices of the two dyes -- factors which were not taken into account by any of
the methods employed in this study.
In the case of dye 21, clearly, AM1 and PM3 gave the best correlation
and the lowest mean errors. In the case of results pertaining to the azo dye 12,
it would appear that MNDO, AM1, and PM3 are suitable methods to use to
estimate equilibrium bond lengths. In every case, the largest errors in bond
length prediction were associated with prediction of bond lengths involving noncarbon atoms.

This is illustrated in Table 7 which shows the largest bond

length prediction errors for 21. The errors associated with non-carbon bonds
may be due to inadequate parameterizations for non-carbon atoms in the
individual methods.

In addition, the experimental data for this study were
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obtained from x-ray crystal data. Crystal forces acting on the molecule in the
crystal environment will have an influence on the conformation of the molecule;
however, all of the modeling methods used considered the wavefunction of only
a single, isolated molecule in a vacuum. Despite these differences, all of the
methods gave surprisingly realistic bond length predictions.
Table 7 Largest bond length prediction errors (%) for 21.
Method
MM2
CNDO/1
CNDO/2
INDO/1
INDO/2
MINDO/3
MNDO
AM1
PM3

Largest Bond Length
Error (%)
11.19
5.51
3.87
6.57
4.55
5.05
6.42
4.04
8.54

Bond Associated with
Error
C6 - N1
S - O5
C12 - S
S - N3
C12 - S
C2 - O1
S - O5
C12 - S
S - N3

3.2.3.2 PREDICTION OF HYDROGEN BOND DISTANCES
In view of the connection between hydrogen bonding in dye structures
and lightfastness, it would be advantageous to predict the existence of this key
feature.

Table 8 provides a comparison of experimental hydrogen bond

distances in 12 and 21 with those predicted by the four MOPAC methods. The
results suggest that AM1 and PM3 were able to predict the presence of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond in both structures. Dewar [cxliv] reported that the
AM1 method was the first semi-empirical method to be able to simulate
hydrogen bonding. However, Stewart [cl] suggested that the AM1 method was
unreliable for the prediction of hydrogen bonds, and showed that the PM3
method reproduced hydrogen bonds with greater fidelity.
Table 8 Comparison of predicted and experimental hydrogen bond distances
(Å) in 21 and 12.
Structure
21

X-ray
1.997

PM3
1.827

AM1
2.061

MNDO
2.778

MINDO/3
3.012
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12

Figure

1.701

3.11

1.926

is

a

comparison

2.141

of

2.496

the

conformation

3.394

of

the

nitrodiphenylamine chromophore of 21 predicted by the MNDO method with the
x-ray crystal structure. In this rendition, the x-ray structure is represented by
solid spheres and the predicted (MNDO) structure is shown superimposed as
dotted spheres. Note that the MNDO method predicts the nitro group to be
twisted out of conjugation -- an arrangement that circumvents intramolecular
hydrogen bonding.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of the x-ray crystal structure of 21 (solid atoms) to
the MNDO-predicted conformation (dotted atoms).

Figure 3.12 shows the x-ray structure (solid) docked with the PM3
predicted geometry (dotted) of 21 in the region of the chromophore.

The

structure predicted by this method was found to be very similar to the x-ray
structure. The nitro group was predicted to be coplanar with the phenyl ring to
which it is attached.

Such planarity is conducive to a hydrogen bonding
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interaction between the amino hydrogen atom and the nitro group. PM3 also
predicted the two phenyl rings to be mutually twisted, in agreement with x-ray
studies.

Figure 3.12 Comparison of the x-ray crystal structure of 21 (solid atoms)
with the PM3 predicted conformation (dotted atoms).

3.2.3.3 PREDICTION OF MOLECULAR CONFORMATIONS
The

importance

of

molecular

conformations

tending

to

form

intramolecular hydrogen bonds has been discussed (Figure 3.11 and Figure
3.12). In addition, it is known that molecular planarity effects the interaction of
mesomeric donors with the π-electron system of the dye, which in turn has an
effect on dye color [192]. Similarly, it is known that the electronic spectra of cis
and trans azobenzenes differ [192, 193]. It has also been suggested that the
PM3 method is better at predicting the geometry of nitro groups [194], and that
AM1 tends to underestimate π-orbital overlap energy [195]. While these results,
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together with its ability to predict hydrogen bond distances, suggests the routine
use of PM3 for the geometry optimization of dyes, results from the present
investigation showed that the PM3 method has a tendency to pyramidalize
planar amino groups. Since such distortions could affect the results of color
prediction using structures optimized using PM3, an assessment of the
experimental and predicted improper torsion angle for the substituents around
each of the amino groups in 21 and 12 was undertaken.
summarized in Table 9.

The results are

For comparison, the improper torsion angle of a

perfectly planar sp2 hybridized atom would be 0 , and that of methane (which is
°

centered by an sp3 hybridized atom) would be 60 . The data in Table 9 suggest
°

that pyramidalization of amino nitrogen atoms in 21 and 12 was less severe
when AM1 was used instead of PM3.
Table 9 Predicted and observed improper torsion angles (°) for amino groups
in 21 and 12.
Structure
21
12

X-ray
3.08
4.75
°

°

PM3
14.99
32.08

°

°

AM1
1.71
23.80
°

°

MNDO
23.23
3.87
°

°

MINDO/3
2.85
4.39
°

°

Although no published studies were found which
R4

evaluated the utility of semi-empirical methods in
H

R2 O2 C

CO2R 3

predicting the equilibrium geometries of dyes, several
papers have been published in which semi-empirical

H3 C

N

R1

methods were applied to conjugated systems of

H

moderate size. The results are similar to our own. For

57

instance, Bikker and Weaver [196] compared AM1,
PM3 and MNDO for their ability to predict the x-ray

structure of a series of eighteen dihydropyridine calcium channel modulators
such as 57 (R1=Me or CN, R2 and R3 = alkyl, R4 = NO2, F, OMe), using a BFGS
minimizer in MOPAC. The authors concluded that AM1 was best suited to
reproducing the crystal geometries of these compounds, followed by PM3 and
then MNDO.
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Aakeröy [197] calculated the minimum enthalpies of formation for 15
simple carboxylic acids, including 9 benzoic acid derivatives, using MNDO, AM1
and PM3 on structures optimized by a BFGS converger, and compared these
values with those measured experimentally.

Aakeröy also compared

experimental proton affinities of the acid anion to those calculated using the
same three methods and found PM3 to be superior to AM1 and MNDO, and
AM1 to be better than MNDO for predicting heats of formation and proton
affinities.
In a similar study, Karaman, Huang and Fry [198] showed AM1 and PM3
to be better than MNDO for calculating the heat of formation and gas phase
acidity for 120 compounds, including phenols, anilines and benzoic acids. In
fact, these workers concluded that AM1and PM3 were as good as ab initio
methods for estimating the affects of substituents on gas phase acidity in
aromatic systems.
Yates and Patel [199] used the MNDO method to optimize the structures
of six tricyclic compounds (58) possessing interesting biological and colouristic
properties. The authors calculated the heats of formation, dipole moments, and
electron affinities of compounds 58a-f.

As no comparison was made with

experimental data, the authors were unable to assess the applicability of the
MNDO method for the prediction of dye geometries, dipole moments, and
electron affinities.

R3

X

R1

Y

R2

58
R1
R2
R3
X
Y

a
CH3
NH2
N(CH3)2
N
N

b
H
N(CH3)2
N(CH3)2
CH
N

c
H
NH2
NH2
CH
N

d
H
NH(CH3)
N(CH3)2
N
S+

e
H
N(CH3)2
N(CH3)2
N
S+

f
H
NH2
NH2
N
S+
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3.2.4 HYDROXYBENZOTRIAZOLE PHOTOSTABILIZERS
It has been shown that the phenolic proton in 59 plays a key role in
photo-excitation energy dissipation of this compound via excited state
intramolecular proton transfer [lxxxvi].

Furthermore, the presence of the

hydrogen bond in 59 and 60 has been shown to be a stabilizing factor for
hydroxybenzotriazoles, which maintains a planar geometry, thus facilitating
rapid ESIPT. X-ray crystal data was available for compounds 59 and 60 making
it possible to assess the capability of MOPAC methods to predict hydrogen
bonding.
H O

Hydrogen Bond

H

Hydrogen Bond

N

t-Bu

N
N
Cl
CH3

60

were

built

using CAChe Editor,

N
CH3

59

Compounds 59
and

N

N

Cl

O

60

and optimized using
AM1

and

CAChe

PM3

in

MOPAC,

implementing the protocols for generating starting structures for optimizations.
Table 10 contains a comparison of predicted and experimental hydrogen bond
lengths in 59 and 60. The results showed that the AM1 method tended to
Table 10 Comparison of experimental hydroxybenzotriazole hydrogen bond
lengths with those predicted by AM1 and PM3 methods.
Structure

Experimental
H-bond length / Å

AM1 predicted
H-bond length / Å

PM3 predicted
H-bond length / Å

59

1.85

2.055

1.841

60

1.76

1.999

1.817

overestimate hydrogen bonding distances in these compounds, and that the
effect exerted by the tert. butyl group on the hydrogen bond length is
underestimated by AM1.

While the PM3 method gave closer estimates of

hydrogen bond lengths in these compounds, the impact of introducing the tert.
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butyl group ortho to the phenolic hydrogen atom (cf. 59 and 60) was somewhat
understated.

3.2.5 METAL - LIGAND BOND LENGTHS
The x-ray crystal structure of the structurally isomeric 1:2 chromium
complex dyes 19 and 20 have recently been solved [lxx]. In the present study,
starting structures corresponding to the Nα, Nα‘ (19) and Nβ, Nβ‘ (20) chromium
complex dyes were generated by following the protocols discussed in Section
3.1.1.5, and optimized as quartet multiplicity complexes in an INDO/2 UHF
geometry optimization in CAChe ZINDO. Table 11 contains a comparison of
the predicted and experimental metal-ligand bond lengths for 19 and 20.
Cl
SO2 NH2

Cl

Cl

β

N

α
α

N

N

1

Cl

4

O Cr 3
O

O
2

α'

1

Cl

O
H2 NO2S

O
N

N

β

2

O
O4 Cr

SO2 NH2
O
3

N
N
α'

N
β'

β'

Cl

Cl

H2 NO2S

Cl

19

20

Table 11 Comparison of predicted metal-ligand bond lengths with experimental
data (from [lxx]). Numerals in parenthesis show the error in the last significant
digit.
Bond Lengths 19

Bond Lengths 20

Bond I.D.

Experimental
(Å)

INDO/2
Predicted (Å)

Experimental
(Å)

INDO/2
Predicted (Å)

N - Cr

2.00 (1)

1.915

2.005 (6)

1.916

O1 - Cr

1.947 (8)

1.902

1.961 (7)

1.881

O2 - Cr

1.978 (8)

1.965

1.944 (6)

1.981

N’ - Cr

1.97 (1)

1.914

2.021 (6)

1.915
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O3 - Cr

1.938 (9)

1.904

1.956 (6)

1.879

O4 - Cr

1.970 (9)

1.966

1.917 (6)

1.980

Totals
11.803
11.566
11.804
11.552
In light of the assessments of the capability of ZINDO methods to predict
atomic bond lengths (Section 3.2.3), inaccuracies in the prediction of absolute
metal-ligand bond lengths were to be expected. However, particularly in the
case of the Nα, Nα‘ isomer (19), the ZINDO results suggested that the INDO/2
method was effective in predicting the incidence of long vs. short bonds in these
structures. Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 contain the optimized structures for 19
and 20 respectively.

In these renditions the results of the ZINDO Mulliken

population analysis were summarized graphically by CAChe Editor.

Strong

covalent bonds are displayed as cylinders, weak bonds are depicted by thick
dotted lines, and essentially ionic interactions are represented by the absence
of a directional bond.
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Figure 3.13 Nα,Nα‘ chromium complex dye (19), optimized using
the INDO/2 method.

The Nα, Nα‘ isomer (19) was predicted to contain six strong bonds to the
central metal atom, whereas the corresponding Nβ, Nβ‘ isomer (20, Figure 3.14)
contained only two strong bonds and four weaker bonds. The Nα, Nβ‘ isomer
was also optimized, and predicted to contain three strong and three weak bonds
to the central chromium atom. Interestingly, the sums of the lengths of all of the
bonds to the central chromium atoms of 19 and 20 (Table 11) were very similar,
suggesting that bond length data alone may not be a reliable indication of
bonding strength in these compounds.
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Figure 3.14 NβNβ‘ chromium complex dye (20) optimized using the
INDO/2 method.
If the dye-metal bonding in the Nα, Nα‘ isomer (19) was stronger than
that in the Nβ, Nβ‘ isomer (20), we might expect an equilibrium mixture of the
two isomers to favor the Nα, Nα‘ isomer under thermodynamic conditions.
Lehmann and Rihs used a combination of preparative HPLC and x-ray
crystallography to establish that at 100 C and pH 9, equilibrium favors the Nα,
°

Nα‘ isomer [lxx]. The presence of the Nα, Nβ‘ isomer was also detected in the
mixture.
chromium)

Table 12 shows the initial (five minutes after complexation with
and

equilibrium

isomer

distribution

between

19

an

20.

Thermodynamic equilibrium was reportedly established after 50 hours at 100 C,
°

pH 9.
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Table 12 Experimental concentrations of 19 (Nα, Nα‘) and 20 (Nβ, Nβ‘) at
equilibrium. (Results from Ref lxx).
Isomer

Distribution

INDO/2 Predicted

Isomer

Initial

Equilibrium

Number of Bonds

Nα, Nα‘

23.6 %

78.7 %

6 strong

Nα, Nβ‘

61.9 %

20.4 %

3 strong + 3 weak

Nβ, Nβ‘

14.6 %

0.9 %

2 strong + 4 weak

Interestingly, the relative abundance of each isomer in the equilibrium
mixture correlates with the predicted strength of the bonding to the central metal
atom. It is a general principle in chemistry that compounds containing stronger
(i.e., exothermic) bonds are thermodynamically favored over those containing
weaker bonds. Thus, it was encouraging that ZINDO predicted the dominant
isomer to contain the strongest bonds to the central metal atom.
The SCF energy values of the three isomers varied by +/- 0.0006% of the
total. Given the modest ability of INDO/2 to predict bond lengths, it is unlikely
that energy differences on the order of 0.0006% will prove to be useful
indicators of thermodynamic stability.

However, predicted bond strength

appears to provide a useful inroad to predicting the relative thermodynamic
stabilities of isomers.
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3.2.6 SOLUBILITY PREDICTION
Experimental measurements of aqueous solubility are available for the
series of monoazo dyes 61 - 72 [200, 201]. The structures were restricted to
hydrophobic monoazo benzene-based dyes.

Dyes based on anthraquinone

were avoided because of a lack of confidence in the ability of MOPAC to
compute these structures.
structurally diverse.

Despite these limitations, dyes 61 - 72 are

The structures were prepared for the optimization by

applying the protocols established in Section 3.1.1 before the BLogP calculation
was initiated by using CAChe ProjectLeader.
Experimental aqueous solubility data for structures 61-68 at 25°C were
obtained from the work of Baughman and Weber [200], and those for 69-72
were obtained from the work of Siddiqui [201], for aqueous solubilities at 21°C.
Table 13 gives results of CAChe BLogP calculations.

AM1 was used to

optimize the geometries of the dyes and to calculate the energies of the
structures in a vacuum and an aqueous environment.
As water-octanol partition coefficients were not available for many of the
dyes, the natural log of the reciprocal of the aqueous solubility was compared to
the calculated log P value.

Figure 3.15 shows the correlation between the

calculated water-octanol partition coefficient and the natural log of the reciprocal
of experimental aqueous solubility. Despite the indirect relationship between
aqueous solubility and water-octanol partition coefficient, the correlation
appears to be useful for estimating the solubility of azo disperse dyes.
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No.

61

a

H

H

H

H

H

C 2H 5

C2H4OH

11110

62

a

Cl

NO2

H

CH3

H

C2H4OH

C2H4OH

11215

63

a

CN

NO2

CN

CH3

H

C 4H 9

C2H4OAc

72828-64-9

64

a

Cl

NO2

H

NHAc

Cl

CH2CHOHCH

H

71617-28-2

3

65

a

Cl

NO2

H

H

H

C2H4OH

C2H4CN

6657-33-6

66

a

Br

NO2

NO2

NHAc

OCH3

C 3H 7

C2H4CN

68877-63-4

67

a/b

-

-

-

H

H

C2H4CN

C2H4OAc

-

68

a/c

NO

Cl

H

-

-

-

-

70528-90-4

2

69

a/d

H

NO2

H

-

-

-

-

-

70

a/d

NO

NO2

H

-

-

-

-

-

2

71

a/d

Cl

NO2

H

-

-

-

-

-

72

a/d

Cl

NO2

Cl

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 13 Log P calculation details and experimental solubilities for 61-72 in
water.
Structure

Hf in
Vacuum
-1

SAS area
2

Hf in
Water

Calc. LogP
-1

(kcal mol )

(Å )

(kcal mol )

61

53.087

139.631

36.919

62

1.625

1.69594

63

68.381

64

Expt.
Solubility
-1

Log e
(reciprocal

(µg.l )

solubility)

2.76

160 *

-5.075

-27.501

3.61

100 *

-4.605

205.702

35.4

4.89

0.590 *

0.528

1.6383

180.933

-28.434

3.80

16.0 *

-2.773

65

85.182

172.617

55.335

4.00

280 *

-5.635

66

74.507

209.989

35.526

5.58

0.69 *

0.371

67

88.641

200.770

48.748

4.51

7.9 *

-2.067

68

50.289

156.255

23.968

2.90

74 *

-4.304

69

71.189

124.957

42.977

1.66

4000 **

-8.294

70

81.640

135.516

44.870

2.53

7000 **

-8.854

71

66.888

134.160

39.787

2.13

2000 **

-7.601

72

62.598

142.222

34.433

2.48

8000 **

-8.987

* Experimental solubility data from [200]
** Experimental solubility data from [201]
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Figure 3.15 Graph to show the relationship between the predicted Log P
value and experimental solubility data for a series of azo dyes.

3.2.7 PREDICTION OF DYE COLOR
The definitive work on the prediction of the color of organic dyes was
produced by Griffiths [192]. Later, other workers found the PPP method more
reliable for color prediction than the more recent CNDO and INDO methods,
despite the advances and refinements incorporated into the latter methods
[clvii]. However, the PPP method is restrictive, in that i) it does not consider dorbitals, or ii) have atomic parameters for transition metals, or iii) take hydrogen
bonding into account. It is also limited to closed shell systems containing even
numbers of electrons, using RHF SCF calculations. In view of these limitations,
it was deemed worthwhile to also briefly investigate the color predictive
capabilities of ZINDO.

3.2.7.1 PREDICTION OF ABSORPTION MAXIMA
Structures 73a-h were optimized in MOPAC (AM1) according to the
protocols described in Section 3.1.1. The resulting structures were fed into
ZINDO for configuration interaction calculations including excited configurations
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formed from the nine lowest energy unfilled orbitals and the nine highest energy
filled orbitals, which gave the longest wavelength allowed absorption band
position (λmax). Structures 73a-h were also fed into the graphical interface of
PISYSTEM, which subjected them to a two-dimensional geometry optimization.
Experimental λmax values for 73a-h are quoted below each structure.

In

PISYSTEM, a PPP SCF CI calculation was then used to calculate λmax. In all
cases, the wavelength recorded was that corresponding to the first allowed
transition. The results from PISYSTEM are presented in Figure 3.16, and those
for ZINDO are presented in Figure 3.17.

R1
R2

N
N

R3

73
a [202] b [202] c [202] d [202] e [202]

f [203]

g [204] h [202]

R1

H

H

H

H

H

NH2

H

H

R2

H

H

H

H

H

H

CN

NO2

R3

H

NO2

NH2

NMe2

NEt2

H

NEt2

NEt2

Expt.
λmax

318
nm

332
nm

385
nm

408
nm

415
nm

417
nm

466
nm

490
nm
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Predicted (PISYSTEM)
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Wavelength / nm
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Figure 3.16 Correlation between predicted (PISYSTEM) and experimental λmax
values for azo dyes series 73a-h.

Predicted (ZINDO)
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Absorption / nm
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400
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Observed Max. Wavelength Absorption (EtOH) / nm

Figure 3.17 Correlation between the predicted (ZINDO) and experimental
maximum wavelength absorption for the series of azo dyes 73a-h.
In the case of the present azo dyes, predictions using the INDO/S
method were unacceptably hypsochromic and generally less reliable than those
from the PPP method (PISYSTEM). On the other hand, previous work has
shown that the INDO/S method gave excellent predictions for the λmax of
polyene dyes (r2=0.998) and cyanine dyes (r2=0.996) [205]. The present results
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are in general agreement with the work of Adachi and Nakamura [clvii] who
found the INDO and CNDO methods less useful for predicting color than PPP
based methods. The amenability of PPP to the prediction of absorption spectra
may be due to extensive parameterization and high specialization of this
method compared to the multi-purpose ZINDO package.
The spectroscopy of 25 has been studied in detail by Weichman et al.
[lxxxviii], who reported absorptions in the UV region at 345nm and 300nm, and
a fluorescence emission at 640nm, occurring with low quantum yield. The large
Stoke’s shift of 300nm has been ascribed to rapid proton transfer in the excited
state (Figure 1.19). CAChe and PISYSTEM were used in an attempt to predict
the Stoke’s shift due to intramolecular proton transfer. Compounds 25 and 27
were submitted for calculation using PISYSTEM. Compound 25 was optimized
using PM3. Several attempts to optimize the first excited state of 27 using
various open shell configurations and other settings failed.

Eventually, the

ground state optimized structure 25 was carefully modified using CAChe Editor
to generate the proton-transferred form 27 using standard N-H bond lengths,
without disturbing the remainder of the structure. The structures were entered
for ZINDO CI (level 14). Table 14 shows the results of these calculations.
Clearly, both modeling systems predict a large Stokes shift arising from proton
transfer.
H

HO
N

O

N
N

N
N

N
CH3

CH3

25

27

Table 14 Results of attempts to predict the absorption and emission band of 25
and 27 using PISYSTEM and ZINDO.
25
Expt.

PISYSTEM

27
ZINDO

Expt.

PISYSTEM

ZINDO
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[lxxxviii]

[lxxxviii]

λ (nm)

λ (nm)

λ (nm)

λ (nm)

λ (nm)

λ (nm)

345

338.7

340

640

518

597

300

299.9

297

3.2.7.2 MOLAR ABSORPTIVITY
Quantum mechanical calculations can be used to assess the probability
of a light absorption event occurring by estimating the transition dipole moment,
M. The oscillator strength, ƒ is proportional to M2 multiplied by the average
frequency of the light being absorbed:

ƒ=kν M2
and, this value is related to the area beneath the absorption curve:

⌠ ν2
ƒ = k’ 7 ε dν
⌡ ν1
where ε is the molar absorptivity of the compound at a given frequency of light.
Spectroscopists wishing to characterize a colored substance generally
record the extinction coefficient (εmax) of a dye, which is the molar absorptivity at
the wavelength of maximum absorption. This particular quantity is difficult to
predict from the oscillator strength without knowledge of the shape of the
absorption curve, and normally only λmax and εmax are published. The INDO/S
method gives a value for the transition dipole moment for the longest
wavelength allowed transition, and from this, a value proportional to the
oscillator strength can be calculated using the frequency of light corresponding
to the transition (also estimated using the INDO/S method). PISYSTEM gives a
value for the oscillator strength directly. The calculated oscillator strengths and
observed εmax values were compared; the errors associated with these
calculations are presented in Table 15.
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Table 15 Summary of results pertaining to the color and molar absorptivity
predictions for dyes 73a-h.
λmax Prediction

εmax
Prediction

r2

Error Range

RMS Error

r2

PISYSTEM

0.864

-4 % / +13 %

8%

0.873

ZINDO

0.792

-25 % / -2 %

15 %

0.863

The r2 value for predicted oscillator strength is misleading because if the
point due to structure 73f is omitted from the data analysis, the r2 value drops
from 0.863 to 0.621, suggesting that this apparent correlation is false. In the
case of values predicted by the PISYSTEM, removal of data from the set tended
to increase the coefficient of determination. Clearly, the PPP method was more
effective at predicting the extinction coefficient than the INDO/S method.
It is possible that the PPP method surpassed the INDO/S method in
predicting λmax and εmax values of the azo dyes studied because the atomic and
bond parameters used in the former method are not generalized.

Different

electronic configurations and oxidation states of the same atom are assigned
different parameters, which have been refined to reproduce the spectra of
moderately sized dye structures. The INDO/S method, on the other hand, uses
generalized atomic parameters derived from spectroscopic analysis of small
molecules and/or ab initio calculations. Thus, while one might expect ZINDO to
be applicable to a more diverse range of compounds than the PPP method, the
PPP method is actually better suited for moderately sized, non-metallized azo
dyes.
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3.3 MOLECULAR DESCRIPTORS FOR THE PREDICTION OF
LIGHTFASTNESS
3.3.1 PKA OF α-NITROGEN IN AMINOAZO DYES
Bridgeman and Peters showed that the fading rate of a series of azo
dyes was inversely proportional to the pKa of the α-azo nitrogen atom [25]. The
propensity of a species to give up or accept a proton can be estimated using
semi-empirical methods by assessing SCF energy on both sides of isodesmic
reactions. The heat of formation of a proton may be obtained from experimental
thermodynamic data [ccvi]. It follows that the pKa of the azo group would be
related to the energy difference between protonated and unprotonated forms.
As the pKb of a given atom increases, the calculated enthalpy of protonation
should become more positive.
X

X

α

ΔΗprotonation

N
N

N(C2H4 OH)2

+

H

β

H
N

α N
β

44

N(C2H4 OH)2

74

As the lightfastness of 44a-f has been documented [ccvii], the dyes in
this series offered themselves as useful candidates with which to test the
potential of the calculated enthalpy of protonation as a molecular descriptor for
predicting the lightfastness of azo dyes.
Structures 44a-f were optimized using MOPAC AM1, following required
manual adjustments and mechanical optimizations to obtain viable starting
structures. The structures were then submitted to MOPAC for a PM3 SCF
energy calculation. Each structure was then reopened in CAChe Editor, and a
proton was added to the α-azo nitrogen atom by selecting only this atom, giving
it a formal charge of +1, and then “beautifying” this atom only. In this way, a
proton was added to the correct azo nitrogen using standard N-H bond lengths
and angles without disturbing the rest of the molecule.

The protonated
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molecule was then submitted for a PM3 SCF energy calculation in MOPAC.
Table 16 shows the results of these calculations, and the experimental
lightfastness values.

Entropy was neglected in these calculations.

The

enthalpy of formation for a proton was taken to be 365.6897 kcal.mol-1
(calculated from the enthalpy of atomization of H2 plus the first ionization energy
of hydrogen, both from [ccvi]).

Table 16 Calculated (PM3) enthalpy of protonation for azo dyes 44a-f
compared to the experimental lightfastness.
Substituent
X

PM3
Energy
-N=N(kcal.mol1
)

Exptl.
ΔHf
H+
(kcal.mol1
)

PM3
Energy
-NH=N- +
(kcal.mol-1)

PM3
ΔE
protonation
(kcal.mol-1)

LF
[ccvii]

a NO2

1.4

365.690

175.2

-191.9

1.0

b CH3

0.1

365.690

163.1

-203.1

2.5

c OCH3

-26.6

365.690

132.7

-206.4

2.0

H

7.8

365.690

170.9

-202.5

3.5

e CN

44.4

365.690

211.2

-199.0

3.0

f

17.8

365.690

180.8

-202.8

3.0

d

Br

Exptl

If the calculated enthalpy of protonation of the dyes were a useful
indicator of lightfastness, plotting the calculated enthalpy of protonation vs.
lightfastness should give us a line with positive slope. Figure 3.18 shows such
a plot of these data.

Certainly, the outlying point due to the ortho-nitro

derivative suggests that protonation dye is not a first step to degradation for this
dye. While the data set is too small to draw firm conclusions, it is not clear that
the calculated enthalpy of protonation of the α-azo nitrogen atom is a molecular
descriptor that can be used to anticipate good or poor lightfastness.
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Figure 3.18 Graph showing the relationship between the calculated enthalpy of
protonation of a series of related azo dyes and experimental lightfastness.

3.3.2 ELECTRON
AFFINITY
UNPROTONATED AZO DYES

OF

PROTONATED

AND

Photodegradation in PET often proceeds via a photoreduction process.
Such photoreduction can proceed from one electron transfer processes. PET
absorbs UV radiation in the range 280-320 nm [ccviii] and if the LUMO energy
of the dye approaches the energy of the photoexcited polymer, it is possible for
a one electron transfer process to generate a free radical (Figure 3.19). If the
dye happened to be protonated at the time, then electron acceptance from
photoexcited polymer could form the hydrazine neutral radical 75.
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Figure 3.19 Photoreduction of azo dyes: first step by one-electron
transfer process from photoexcited polymer to form a radical anion.
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MOPAC is limited in the number of atoms that may be included in
calculations. As PET is a high molecular weight polymer, a suitable model
compound was sought that could be used to estimate the frontier orbitals of the
polymer.

As PET contains repeating ester units the cyclic trimer 76 was

selected. The LUMO energy of PET was estimated by optimizing structure 76
using PM3. The starting structure for the PM3 optimization was the lowest
energy conformer that arose from two 1 picosecond dynamics simulations. One
simulation was run at 1500K, and the second at 2500K. The LUMO energy
obtained after optimization was -1.361eV (PM3). This value was compared with
the LUMO values for previously optimized structures of 44a-f and their
protonated forms.

The calculated LUMO energy for the unprotonated dyes

ranged from between -1.261 eV to -0.637 eV.

The calculation of polymer

LUMO was likely to be in error, as the LUMO energy of the polymer was
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expected to be higher than that for the dye.

It is possible that the high

symmetry of 76 gave rise to a set of degenerate unoccupied orbitals, which
stabilized the LUMO energy compared to PET. In the case of the protonated
dye, the LUMO energy values ranged from -6.095 eV to -5.641eV. The LUMO
energy has physical significance, as it corresponds to the negative of the
electron affinity for the dye. Figure 3.20 shows the relationship between the
calculated electron affinity and experimental lightfastness for dyes 44a-f, while
Figure 3.21 is a plot of lightfastness vs. calculated electron affinity of protonated
44a-f.
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Figure 3.20 PM3-calculated electron affinity (-ve of LUMO Energy) of azo dyes
44a-f.
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Figure 3.21 PM3-calculated electron affinity of azo dyes 74a-f protonated on
the α-azo nitrogen atom.
Probably because of the small number of compounds in the study group,
the relationship between electron affinity and lightfastness is not clear for these
dyes. Given reductive fading, and that electron affinity in this case is defined as
the difference in energy between the neutral species and ion, one might expect
that as the electron affinity increased, lightfastness would decrease.

It is

difficult to say from this small group whether calculated electron affinity is a
good molecular descriptor indicative of lightfastness.

3.3.3 STUDIES INVOLVING BICHROMOPHORIC NITRODIPHENYLAMINES CONTAINING HYDROXYBENZOPHENONE OR
HYDROXYBENZOTRIAZOLE MOIETIES
A range of CI Disperse Yellow 42 and Disperse Yellow 86 analogs
containing hydroxybenzotriazole (77-83) or hydroxybenzophenone (84-94) UV
absorbing moieties have been synthesized [xcviii]. Since the lightfastness of
these compounds has been determined, they appeared to be represent a
suitable group on which to test candidate molecular descriptors that could
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indicate the lightfastness of hypothetical structures.

(For clarity, previously

mentioned structures in this group have been renumbered).
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3.3.3.1 CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
It is conceivable that certain MO based properties associated with these
dyes depend upon the relative orientation of the two chromophores.

In an

attempt to accommodate the conformational freedom of these dyes,
conformational analysis of 77-94 was carried out.

Clear differences were

observed in the strain energy maps for certain closely related dyes, for instance
82 and 83. Four minima of approximately equal energy are accessible in the
case of 82 (a, b, c, and d, Figure 3.22) whereas, the energy of two of the
minima of 83 (c and d, Figure 3.23) are increased relative to those of 82, and
are hence less thermally accessible. The minima from the strain maps were
optimized using PM3 before the Boltzmann equation was applied to determine
the relative population of each minima.
Table 17 shows example calculations of normalized conformation
populations for 82 and 83. Note that the changes in conformational energy
cause dramatic redistributions of microstate occupancies. Molecules of 82 are
predicted to be distributed fairly evenly between two microstates (c and d),
whereas those of 83 are predicted to be concentrated into one (a).

Table 17 Example calculation of conformer populations using Boltzmann’s
distribution.
Conformer

PM3 Energy

-(Ei-Ej)

Mole Fract.

Normalized

ID

J mol-1

J mol-1

Ni/Nj

Ni/Nj

82 a

55853.346

-3730.287

0.22204736

0.10542128

82 b

60038.810

-7915.751

0.04103394

0.01948165

82 c

52123.059

0

1

0.47476932

82 d

52545.810

-422.75136

0.84320475

0.40032775

Sum:

2.10628605

1.000

83 a

20933.556

0

1

0.98910575

83 b

34000.146

-13066.59

0.00513695

0.00508098

83 c

50319.671

-29386.115

0.00000710

0.00000703
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83 d

33669.4011

-12735.845

0.00587019

0.00580624

Sum:

1.01101424

1.000

Figure 3.22 Conformation search map showing strain energy changes
associated with rotation of phenyl groups about the bonds indicated in structure
82. The four minima found are denoted a, b, c, and d.
Clearly,

the

conformation

energy

is

lowered

significantly

after

optimization using MOPAC PM3, highlighting the importance of a) interpreting
conformation search maps, with caution and b) considering the calculation
limitations. The observed relaxation of the minima found using the MM2 search
during semi-empirical optimization also indicates that these diagrams are not
true reaction coordinate diagrams. Although optimized MM2 searches were
attempted, these tended to generate minima containing very long hydrogen
bonds and non-planar chromophores. PM3 rigid searches were also attempted;
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however these calculations required approximately eight hours per structure to
obtain results similar to those obtained from the MM2 search, which took only
ten minutes per structure.
Table 18 contains a summary of the normalized populations for each of
the dyes 77-94. These figures are basic data needed for further analyses of
molecular properties.

Figure 3.23 Conformational search map showing MM2 strain energy changes
associated with rotation of phenyl groups about bonds indicated in structure 83.
Four minima were found: a, b, c, and d. The presence of the methyl group
increases the energy of minima c and d relative to 82.
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Table 18 PM3-calculated normalized microstate populations for 77-94.
77

78

79

80

81

82

a

0.8388773

0.1419285

0.9047359

0.0742605

0.2101162

0.1054213

b

0.0071626

0.3941464

0.0950992

0.1490115

0.7898839

0.0194817

c

0.1444041

0.4216196

0.0001596

0.3806725

-

0.4747693

d

0.0095560

0.0423055

0.0000053

0.3960555

-

0.4003278

83

84

85

86

87

88

a

0.9891058

0.1760196

0.3157357

0.1088928

0.0571954

0.6900800

b

0.0050810

0.2359100

0.5576479

0.5819874

0.8261137

0.1031549

c

0.0000070

0.4058997

0.0827977

0.1436212

0.0781582

0.1229494

d

0.0058062

0.1823707

0.0438188

0.1654986

0.0385326

0.0838157

89

90

91

92

93

94

a

0.0934022

0.1800999

0.0326864

0.0179278

0.1332934

0.1188172

b

0.8610838

0.6539740

0.4834023

0.9075247

0.4235893

0.7517930

c

0.0383097

0.0553496

0.4480451

0.0455933

0.0622594

0.0853497

d

0.0072043

0.1105766

0.0358662

0.0289542

0.3808580

0.0440401

3.3.3.2 ELECTRON AFFINITY OF BICHROMOPHORIC DYES
The electron affinity is defined in this case as the difference in energy
between the neutral and monoanionic species.

Thus as electron affinity

increases (becomes more positive), it becomes more thermodynamically
favorable for the molecule to accept an electron to form an anion.

If

photoreduction is initiated by a one-electron transfer process, as the electron
affinity of the dye increases, the photostability should decrease, as it becomes
easier for the dye to accept an electron.
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AM1 was used to calculate the electron affinity of PM3-optimized
conformers of dyes 77-94.

The AM1 method was used as it is reportedly

superior to PM3 for predicting orbital energies. The calculated electron affinity
value for each conformer was weighted by multiplying by the normalized
population (Table 18) and then totaled for each dye.
The population weighted average electron affinity is plotted against
experimental lightfastness in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.25 shows the highest

electron affinity value calculated for single conformers of each dye. If electron
affinity were a good indicator of dye lightfastness, one would expect a
correlation with a negative slope. Although there appears to be a negative
trend, the scatter of the points is appreciable, and obfuscates the general trend.
Electron affinity values calculated by this method do not appear to be good
indicators of lightfastness.

3.5
3

Lightfastness

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1.45

1.5
Average

1.55
Calc.

1.6
(AM1)

Electron

1.65
Affinity

1.7
/

1.75

eV

Figure 3.24 Weighted average calculated (AM1) electron affinity of dyes 7794 vs. experimental lightfastness.
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3.5

Expt.

Lightfastness

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1.45

1.5

1.55

1.6

1.65

1.7

1.75

1.8

Highest Calc (AM1) Electron Affinity Value / eV

Figure 3.25 Highest conformation value for calculated (AM1) electron affinity
vs. lightfastness for dyes 77-94.

3.3.4 MODELING OF EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER
A theoretical model of energy transfer described in the Experimental
section was used to assess the possibility of excitation energy flow between
chromophores in bichromophoric dyes.

The model assumes that excitation

energy may be conducted from one chromophore to another via the tails of the
MOs involved in light absorption found on atoms linking the two chromophores
(Figure 3.26). The CI calculation level was chosen such that further increases
in CI level did not significantly affect the energy or position of the predicted
electronic transitions of interest. As shown in Table 19, ZINDO CI levels above
14 did not significantly alter the position nor energies of the excited states of
interest for bichromophoric dyes containing hydroxybenzotriazoles (77-83). A
similar set of calculations showed that CI level 15 was required to achieve
stability of predicted spectra in dyes containing hydroxybenzophenone
stabilizers (84-94).
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Table 19 Selection of CI level for ZINDO calculations of bichromophoric dyes
containing a hydroxybenzotriazole moiety, using dye 83 as an example.
Changes if CI level is increased by 1
CI Level

Calculation Time

State Energy

State re-ordering.

11

27 mins

Yes

No

12

26 mins

Yes

No

13

26 mins

Yes

Yes

14

1 hr 24 min

No

No

15

2 hr 43 min

No

No

16

4 hr 12 min

(CI 17 not tested)

(CI 17 not tested)

The unoccupied orbitals involved in UV and visible light absorption were
identified and the MO eigenvectors of these orbitals on the linking atoms were
obtained, as illustrated in Figure 3.26. It was assumed that energy would be
transferred more easily if unoccupied orbital eigenvectors associated with UV
and visible light absorption had large eigenvectors on atoms connecting the two
chromophores. Table 20 shows representative data collected for conformer a
of dye 82. A representative calculation is shown in Table 21. The predicted
excitation energy transfer rate values are reported along with experimental
lightfastness data in Table 22. The logarithm of the modeled energy transfer
estimation is plotted against lightfastness for each dye in Figure 3.27. If the
energy transfer rate estimated by this method was a good indicator of
lightfastness of dyes 77-94, we should see a negative slope. The graph in
Figure 3.27 shows considerable scatter, suggesting that this estimation of
excitation energy transfer is not useful for predicting lightfastness.
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Table 20 Example of MO, geometric, and Boltzmann distribution data collected
for each conformer of each dye structure for the estimation of excitation energy
transfer.
82 a

Eigenvectors

Eigenvector

Atom

LUMO

LUMO+1

Products

1

-0.023004

-0.005740

1.320 E -4

2

-0.001861

-0.003063

5.700 E -6

3

0.013030

0.003720

4.850 E -5

4

-0.004896

-0.000553

2.707 E -6

5

-0.015794

-0.007353

1.161 E -4

6

0.033222

0.070339

2.337 E -3

7

-0.023004

-0.005740

1.320 E -4

SUM:

0.0022678

Normalized
Boltzmann Pop. of
conf. a = 0.105421

R = 3.988 Å
No. Atoms = 7

MO Overlap
Per Atom = 0.000383
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3

4

1
2

LUMO+1
(UV absorber)

5

7

LUMO
(Yellow moiety)

6

LUMO+1 Eigenvectors
R
4

Tunneling into yellow
moiety facilitated by
LUMO and LUMO+1
coincidences.

UV

3
1
2
5

7

6

LUMO Eigenvectors

Figure 3.26 Illustration of the data collected for estimating excitation energy
transfer.

Table 21 Example calculation from an attempted estimation of excitation
energy transfer rates in dye 82.
Normalized.

Av. MO

Av. MO

Estimated

Population

Overlap

R/Å

Amplitudes

e

82 a

0.10542

0.000383

3.998

0.002948

3.16 E -24

9.81 E -28

82 b

0.01948

-0.000076

4.037

0.000324

7.1 E -217

4.5 E -222

82 c

0.40033

-0.000332

4.012

0.009803

7.77 E -8

3.05 E -10

82 d

0.47477

0.0000111

4.057

0.006276

5.88 E -12

1.75 E -14

SUM:

3.05 E -10

[-2R/50L]

Rate
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Lightfastness

3.5
3
2.5
2

Experimental

1.5
1
0.5
0
-20

-15

-10

-5

Log (Modeled Energy Transfer Likelyhood Estimation)

0
.

Figure 3.27 Graph showing the relationship between the estimated energy
transfer rate and experimental lightfastness of bichromophoric dyes 77-94.
There are a number of possible reasons why this molecular descriptor
did not prove useful for predicting lightfastness. First, it was assumed that the
lightfastness of dyes 77-94 was directly related to the rate of excitation energy
transfer from the UV stabilizer moiety to the nitrodiphenylamine chromogen. No
experimental energy transfer data were available for these compounds, and so
the energy transfer model could not be tested. Secondly, the MOs used in the
estimation were obtained using the INDO/S method, which has been shown to
be a poor tool for calculating electronic spectra. A third reason pertains to the
model itself, as there is no proof that excitation energy transfer is a factor which
contributes towards the photostability of dyes 77-94.
A possibility for future work would involve obtaining experimental
excitation energy transfer data for a series of compounds and testing the
transfer model developed in this thesis. If available, a more rigorous level of
theory should be used to test the excitation energy transfer model.

Table 22 Predicted (INDO/2) excitation energy transfer rate and experimental
lightfastness (1-5) data for 77-94.
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Structure

Calc. Log
EET Rate

Experimental
Lightfastness

Structure

Calc. Log
EET Rate

Experimental
Lightfastness

77

-4.69

2.85

86

-2.00

1.82

78

-4.10

2.47

87

-1.72

(not tested)

79

-2.27

1.95

88

-9.90

1.71

80

-2.37

0.69

89

-3.02

2.5

81

-1.25

1.55

90

-11.30

1.5

82

-9.52

1

91

-9.69

2

83

-9.26

2.5

92

-1.20

2.5

84

-17.02

3.4

93

-1.91

2.5

85

-5.83

3.3

94

-1.42

3.5

3.3.5 DESIGN OF HYDROXYBENZOTRIAZOLE-CONTAINING
BICHROMOPHORIC DYES WITH ENHANCED INTERNAL
CONVERSION
3.3.5.1 HYDROGEN BOND LENGTHS
Reducing the distance that the proton must travel during ESIPT should
increase the speed of internal conversion, thus making other photochemical
reactions less competitive. Compounds 95a-l were optimized using AM1 and
PM3. The AM1 method tended to return non-planar structures, which had very
long hydrogen bonds. This is not a new result, as Enchev encountered the
same

problem

when

attempting

hydroxybenzotriazole [xciii].

to

optimize

the

structure

of

a

The PM3 method returned planar structures,

consistent with x-ray data, as previously discussed (Section 3.2.4). The results
of the optimizations are given in Table 23. (For clarity, previously mentioned
structures have been renumbered.)
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R

H O

X

N
N
Cl

Y

N
Z

95
Table 23 Predicted effects of substituents on hydrogen bond distance in 95.
X

Y

Z

Dist. R / Å

95 a

H

H

H

1.840

95 b

H

H

Me

1.841

95 c

iPr

H

H

1.825

95 d

tBu

H

H

1.817

95 e

tBu

H

Me

1.817

95 f

H

H

SO2NH2

1.836

95 g

SO2NH2

H

H

1.818

95 h

iPr

H

SO2NH2

1.819

95 i

H

NH2

H

1.839

95 j

H

H

NHSO2Me

1.841

95 k

H

NHSO2Me

H

1.835

95 l

iPr

H

NHSO2Me

1.828

Clearly, increasing the bulk of substituent X, decreases the hydrogen
bonding distance, as can be seen in the progression 95 a - c - d. This appears
to be predominantly a steric effect, as substitution of groups meta and para to
the phenolic group has a minor effect on the hydrogen bond length (cf. 95 f, j
and k). Interestingly, the presence of a sulfonamide group ortho to the phenolic
group has a large effect on hydrogen bond length, comparable to that of an tertbutyl group (cf. 95 d, e, and g).

3.3.5.2 PREDICTION OF EXCITED STATE PROTON LABILITY
Increasing the excited state lability of hydroxybenzotriazole phenolic
protons may also improve the efficiency of ESIPT.

The enthalpy of
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deprotonation of the phenol group in the first excited state was assessed for a
series of structures, using the following techniques.

Structures 95 a-l were

optimized using MOPAC PM3. PM3 excited state (OPEN(2,2)) SCF energy
calculations using the COSMO screening model were used to calculate the heat
of formation of 95 a-l in an ester environment. The dielectric constant (relative
permittivity) used to model the ester environment was that of ethyl acetate,
taken as 6.0814 [ccvi]. Structures 95 a-l were then carefully edited to remove
the phenolic proton, leaving the molecule with a negative charge. The excited
state PM3 SCF energy calculations were repeated on the phenolate ions, using
the COSMO method to simulate the effect of an ester environment. The SCF
energy of a proton in ethyl acetate was calculated to equal 234.3 kcal.mol.-1
using PM3 COSMO. Without COSMO, PM3 SCF calculations returned the heat
of formation for a naked proton as 353.6 kcal.mol.-1, which compared favorably
with the experimental value of 365.6897 kcal.mol.-1 [ccvi].
The energy required to remove the solvated proton from the solvated,
photoexcited hydroxybenzotriazoles 95a-l to infinity was then calculated by
considering an isodesmic reaction (Figure 3.28). The entropic contribution was
neglected in these calculations of deprotonation energy.

Therefore, the

enthalpy associated with the removal of the phenolic proton in the first excited
state must equal:

ΔHdeprotonation (Phenol) = ΔHf (Phenolate) + ΔHf (Proton) - ΔHf
(Phenol)
Calculation results for the excited state deprotonation enthalpies of 95 a-l in an
ester environment, using PM3 COSMO SCF calculations in MOPAC, are given
in Table 24. The positive enthalpy change in each case suggests that removal
of the phenolic proton to infinity is endothermic (assuming that the entropic
contribution is negligible).

However, it appears that hydroxybenzotriazoles

containing electron-withdrawing groups ortho or para to the phenolic group
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contain protons that are more labile than structures containing electron donating
groups. Also, from these results, it appears that the increase in
H O

Heat of Removal
of Proton

X

N
N
Cl

O

X

N

Y

N

N

Cl

Y

+

H

N
Z

Z

Heat of Formation

Heat of Formation

+

234.301 kcal.mol-1

Figure 3.28 Isodesmic reaction employed to calculate the energy required to
remove a proton from hydroxybenzotriazole derivatives to infinity, modeled in a
continuous dielectric medium of relative permittivity 6.0814.

Table 24 Enthalpy of deprotonation of 95 a-l in the first excited state. COSMO
PM3 SCF results reflect the energy values for structures solvated in an ester
environment with a relative permittivity of 6.0814. Heat of formation of the
proton in this environment was 234.3 kcal.mol-1.
ΔHf (Phenol)

ΔHf (Phenolate)

ΔHdeprotonation

Structure

(kcal.mol-1)

(kcal.mol-1)

(kcal.mol-1)

95 a

152.3

62.8

+144.9

95 b

142.2

53.0

+145.1

95 c

136.8

47.4

+144.9

95 d

136.0

47.3

+145.6

95 e

125.9

37.5

+145.9

95 f

74.5

-19.0

+140.8

95 g

75.6

-19.8

+138.9

95 h

54.8

-38.1

+141.4

95 i

142.9

56.9

+148.4

95 j

58.9

-31.8

+143.6

95 k

56.2

-31.0

+147.1

95 l

43.7

-47.0

+143.6

lability of the proton is purely an electronic effect. Placement of a sulfonamide
group ortho to the phenolic group (95 g) causes a significant decrease in the
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enthalpy of excited state deprotonation, whereas incorporation of an isopropyl
group in the same position (95 c) caused an increase in the enthalpy of
deprotonation due to the ring activating character of this group. Interestingly,
incorporation of a mesylamide group meta to the phenolic group (95 j) had a
small effect on the enthalpy of deprotonation, suggesting that conjugation is an
important factor.
If we assume that increasing the lability of the phenolic proton in the first
excited state will lead to more facile ESIPT, these results suggest that placing
electron-withdrawing groups ortho and para to phenolic group will increase
ESIPT efficiency. Considering the results given in Table 23, it is possible to
suggest certain features to incorporate into hydroxybenzotriazole-based
bichromophoric dyes to enhance internal conversion.

For improved internal

conversion, the hydroxybenzotriazole moiety should contain a bulky, preferably
electron-withdrawing group, ortho to the phenolic group, or an electronwithdrawing group para to the phenolic group. Two examples of hypothetical
structures which incorporate these features are 96 and 97.
H3 C CH3
H O

O

O
S

H O

CH3

OC2H 5

N

N
N
Cl

CH3

N

N

N

Cl

N

O
CH3 NO2

N

OC2H 5

S
O

N
H

N
H
NO2

H

96

97

Hypothetical dye 96 contains an electron withdrawing group ortho to the
phenolic group, which happens to be bulky. The bulk of this group is expected
to i) reduce the OH…triazole-nitrogen hydrogen bonding distance, and ii)
interfere with incoming electrophiles that might otherwise hydrogen bond with
the OH group. The electron-withdrawing character of the sulfonamide group is
expected to increase the lability of the phenolic proton in the first excited state.
The presence of the methyl group para to the OH group is necessary in order to
block this position during synthesis, for instance, during azo coupling with 4138

chloro-2-nitrophenyldiazonium sulfate. It is also anticipated that the presence of
the methyl group will prevent the two chromophores from lying in the same
plane, and hence impede chromophore interactions.
PM3 optimizations (without COSMO) suggested that hydrogen bonding
between the sulfonamide linkage and the phenolic group was possible (98b),
though energetically unfavorable (cf. 98a and 98b).

A possible method of

preventing hydrogen bonding between the sulfonamide N-H and the
hydroxybenzotriazole-OH is to methylate the sulfonamide nitrogen, as in 96.
However, even after methylation of this group, PM3 calculations suggested that
hydrogen bonding to the sulfonamide oxygens would be likely. Structures 96a
and 96b show two low-energy conformers of 96. The lowest energy conformer
found (96b) contains a broken hydroxybenzotriazole hydrogen bond, which
would have a deleterious effect on internal conversion. Despite this, it would
still be interesting to synthesize this structure, as conformer 96b might not be as
energetically favorable in a polyester fiber environment.
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Cl

Cl

N
N

H

O

O O
S

N

OC2H 5

H

O2N

N

N
N N

N

H
O

H

OC2H 5

N

N

S

H

H

O O
H3 C

H3 C

PM3 Energy = 53.728 kcal.mol-1

NO2

PM3 Energy = 56.333 kcal.mol-1

98a

98b
NO2

Cl

N
N

H

O

N
O O

N

S

H

N

OC2H 5

CH3

PM3 Energy = 55.842 kcal.mol-1
CH3

96a
O2N
H

Cl

N
N

O

N

H
N

O O
S

N

OC2H 5

CH3

PM3 Energy = 52.858 kcal.mol-1
H3 C

96b
Structure 97 contains a bulky group ortho, and an electron withdrawing
sulfonamide group para to the phenolic group.

Unlike 96, undesirable

intramolecular hydrogen bonding is not predicted in structure 97.

The

anticipated features of the two hypothetical dyes are summarized in Figure
3.29.
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Bulky group - reduces H-bond length
Electron wdrg - increases proton lability

H O

O

O
S

Methyl group prevents hydrogen
bonding of this group to the
hydroxybenzotriazole phenol.

CH3
N

N
N
Cl

Bulky group ortho
to phenol

N
CH3 NO2

Methyl group:
i) assists synthesis
ii) causes Yellow 86 moiety
to twist out of conjugation.

N

OC2H 5
H3 C CH3

H
H O

OC2H 5

CH3

N
N
Cl

N
O

Electron withdrawing
group para to phenol

S
O

N
H

N
H
NO2

Figure 3.29 Hypothetical dyes 96 and 97, showing design features aimed at
improving internal conversion of UV light, and hence photostability.
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3.4 IRON VS. CHROMIUM IN METAL COMPLEX DYES
3.4.1 METAL COMPLEX AZO DYES
Dyes 99-101 were selected for modeling studies on the basis of an
earlier study [209] which showed that the lightfastness and washfastness of
these dyes were significantly improved following post-metallization with Fe (III).
Although an improvement in fastness was observed, Fe (III) treatment did not
afford dyeings that were always as fast as those obtained by metallizing with Cr
(VI).
OH

SO3 H

OH
HO

HO3S

HO

α

α

N

N

N

N
β

N

N
β

N

N

O2N

H3 C

H3 C

99

100
HO3S

OH
HO
α

N

N

N

N

β

H3 C
Cl

101

CI Mordant Red 7 (99), CI Mordant Orange 3 (100) and CI Mordant Red
19 (101) were optimized as quartet multiplicity Nα, Nα‘ naked anionic 1:2 Cr (III)
complexes using INDO/2 parameters and an UHF SCF procedure in ZINDO.
Geometry optimizations of the corresponding 1:2 Fe (III) complexes of 99-101
were performed concurrently using identical starting structures, except for the
central metal atom, which was replaced immediately prior to starting the ZINDO
optimization. As there are two possible electronic configurations for Fe (III), two
separate optimizations of 1:2 Fe (III) complexes of 99-101 were performed from
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identical starting structures -- one as doublet (low-spin) multiplicity and one as a
sextet multiplicity (high-spin).
The results of the ZINDO Mulliken population analysis of the electrons
residing in the atomic orbital overlap regions were interpreted by the CAChe
graphical interface.

This gave a measure of the nature and strengths of

bonding interactions between the CMA and ligand atoms. Figure 3.30 shows
an example of results from the optimization of chromium and iron complexes of
CI Mordant Red 7 (99). In this rendition, strong covalent bonds are represented
by solid cylinders, weak bonds are indicated by a dotted line, and essentially
ionic interactions are represented by the absence of a directional bond. The
high and low spin Fe (III) structures were similar.

Figure 3.30 Representative geometry optimization results for Cr (III) (left) and
Fe (III) (right) complexes of 99, including Mulliken population analysis. Covalent
interactions between the central metal atom and the ligands are represented by
solid cylinders; weak interactions are denoted by dotted lines, and ionic
interactions are indicated by a lack of a directional bond.
Geometry optimization results are summarized in Table 25 along with
experimental fastness data [209].

Calculation times varied from 33 to 330

hours, and averaged 92 hours for each optimization. In the case of dyes 99-
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101, ZINDO predicted that CMA - ligand bonding was always stronger in the
case of Cr. Furthermore, the optimized high spin and low spin Fe (III) structures
were predicted to be similar in most cases.

The results given in Table 25

suggest a relationship between bonding to the central metal atom and fastness
properties. Dyes predicted to have weaker bonds to the central metal atom
tended to have lower washfastness and lightfastness.

Table 25
Predicted (INDO/2) metal-ligand bonding interactions and
experimental fastness data [209] for metal complex dyes 99-101.
Structure

Expt. Fastness

Calc. Ligand - CMA Interactions

ID

CMA

LF*

WF**

Low Spin

High Spin

99

Cr (III)

3

4-5

2 strong, 4 weak

N/A

99

Fe (III)

2

3-4

5 weak, 1 ionic

5 weak, 1 ionic

100

Cr (III)

3-4

4-5

2 strong, 4 weak

N/A

100

Fe (III)

2-3

2-3

1 strong, 5 weak

5 weak, 1 ionic

101

Cr (III)

3-4

4-5

2 strong, 4 weak

N/A

101

Fe (III)

3-4

3-4

1 strong, 5 weak

5 weak, 1 ionic

-2

* Light fastness ratings (ACS Grayscale, 1-5 on wool at 170 kJ.m )
** Wash fastness ratings (ACS grayscale rating of color change (1-5) on wool :
AATCC 61-1989/2A)

3.4.2 FORMAZAN DYES
OH

SO2 NR2

Formazan dyes such as 102 and
103 form stable red to blue, 1:2

Cl

N

HN

N

N

complexes with iron (III) (lxi, lxii). The
1:2 Fe complex of 102 has a deep violet
102 R=H
103 R=CH3

color in methanol-water.

ZINDO was

used to investigate the bonding to the
central metal atom in these compounds,

in an attempt to explain why the iron complex formazan dyes possess brighter
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colors and were faster to washing and light than iron complex azo dyes. The
1:2 Fe complex of 103 was optimized in ZINDO using a ROHF SCF procedure
for iterative calculation of energy. The structure was optimized both as the
high-spin (sextet) and low-spin (doublet) electronic configurations.

As the

number of atoms in this compound was large, calculation times were lengthy.
Time in the dedicated coprocessor reached 27 days in the case of the low-spin
calculation, and 22 days for the high spin optimization.

Table 26 contains

results pertaining to the optimizations, and Figure 3.31 shows the 1:2 Fe (III)
complex of 103, optimized as the low-spin (left hand structure) and the high spin
(right hand structure). Clearly, bonding to the central iron atom was stronger in
the case of the low-spin complex.

Table 26 Calculated final structure energy and predicted metal ligand bonding
interactions for 1:2 iron (III) complexes of 103 using high and low spin
configurations.
Multiplicity

Energy / Hartrees mol

-1*

CPU time

Fe (III) - Ligand Interactions

Doublet

-615.368327

644 Hours

3 strong, 3 weak

Sextet

-615.378496

533 Hours

5 weak, 1 ionic

* 1 Hartree = 627.51 kcal.

The calculated energy differences between the converged high and low
spin structures was small (0.002%) compared to the total energy of the
structures. As results reported in this thesis have shown that bond length errors
average 1.7% and may be as high as 4.6% [210] from INDO/2 optimizations, it
is unreasonable to expect ZINDO to be able to predict the spin multiplicity of a
complex based upon a ZINDO-optimized geometry. It has been suggested that
such a prediction may be feasible with the use of high level ab initio calculations
[211].
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Figure 3.31 Low-spin (left) and high-spin (right) optimized structures of the
1:2 complex of 103. Strong covalent interactions are denoted by solid
cylinders, weak interactions by dotted lines, and ionic interactions by the
absence of a directional bond.

3.4.3 MAGNETOCHEMISTRY
Samples of three iron complex azo dyes (104-106) and two iron complex
formazan dyes (102 and 107) were obtained [212] as sodium salts and tested
for magnetic susceptibility. Dye 104 is the 1:2 Fe (III) complex of CI Mordant
Black 11, and 105 is structurally related to CI Mordant Orange 3 (100).
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Iron forms mixed oxides containing both Fe (III) atoms of quartet and
sextet multiplicity, and Fe (II) atoms of triplet multiplicity in an inverse spinel
arrangement [213]. Thus, contamination of dye samples by solid inorganic iron
oxides or hydroxides could give rise to higher than expected experimental
multiplicities.

Dyes 102, 104-107 were found to be soluble in either ethyl

acetate, or various mixtures of alcohol and water containing a trace of
ammonia, and so were considered essentially uncontaminated by hydrated iron
oxides.
Hg[Co(NCS)4] was used to characterize the magnetic field parameter
(H.∂H/∂y) and standardize magnetic susceptibility measurements.

The

diamagnetic contribution of constituent ions and atoms were estimated using
Pascale’s constant tables, and subtracted from the measured total molar
magnetic susceptibility, the difference being the paramagnetic susceptibility.
Table 27 gives the experimental magnetic moments obtained from the
paramagnetic susceptibilities of 102, 104-107 and compares them to the
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theoretical spin-only magnetic moments calculated using equation 2 from the
estimated number of unpaired electrons in the complex, n, or from the
estimated spin multiplicity of the complex, S. Due to the low symmetry of the
complexes, it was assumed that the contribution of the orbital angular
momentum and associated magnetic moment to the total magnetic moment
was negligible for the calculation of µ(theory) (hence, spin-only).

Theoretical µspin-only= 2 √(S(S+1)) = √(n(n+2))

(2)

Table 27 Experimental magnetic moments and multiplicities of dyes 102, 104107.
µspin-only (theoret.)

Bohr Magnetons

No. Unpaired
Electrons

Bohr Magnetons

Experimental
Multiplicity

102

2.141

1

1.732

Doublet

104

5.929

5

5.916

Sextet

105

5.951

5

5.916

Sextet

106

6.326

5

5.916

Sextet

*

4.061

3

3.873

Quartet

Structure
1:2 Fe (III) of:

107

µexpt.

* Crude dye used

Clearly, the results given in Table 27 show that the Fe (III) azo dyes
tested were high-spin complexes.

Formazan Fe (III) complex dye 102 is

definitely low-spin, and 107 is a low-spin compound, possibly contaminated with
a high-spin impurity. The contribution of the orbital angular momentum of the
atomic d-orbitals to the experimental magnetic moment will be somewhat
greater for low spin Fe complexes than high spin, due to orbital tripledegeneracy of arrangements of one unpaired electron in three 3d (t2g) orbitals in
low-spin complexes, compared to the single possible arrangement of five
unpaired electrons into five d-orbitals in the case of high-spin complexes. Thus,
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we can expect larger errors for experimental magnetic moments of low-spin Fe
(III) complexes.
Metal ligand bonds in high-spin Fe (III) complexes will be longer and
weaker than those in low-spin complexes, due to the partial occupancy of the
2eg antibonding orbitals.

Molecular modeling showed that the metal-ligand

bonding in Fe (III) formazan dye 102 (low-spin) was much stronger than the
metal-ligand bonding in Fe (III) azo dyes (high-spin). As weaker bonds implies
lower complex stability, we might expect Fe (III) formazan dyes to be faster to
light and washing than Fe (III) azo dyes.
Due to high absorption intensity and substituent effects [214], it is
generally accepted the color of metal complex dyes is due to π-π* transitions
2t1u

2t1u

associated
ligands.

2a1g

2a1g

with

the

dye

The metal atom

acts as a perturbation on the
ligand π system, giving rise

Energy

2eg

2eg

t2g

complexation.
t2g

1eg

1eg

1t1u
1a1g

High-Spin Fe (III)

to a shift in color after

1t1u
1a1g

Low-Spin Fe (III)

Nevertheless, electron and
orbital distribution at the
central metal atom may be
related

to

the

observed

dullness of Fe (III) azo dyes,

compared to the Fe (III)
Figure 3.32 Qualitative explanation for the dull
color of high-spin Fe (III) complexes compared to formazan
dyes.
A
low-spin based upon the range of transition
qualitative explanation is
energies in each.
illustrated in Figure 3.32,
which shows simplified MO diagrams for high and low spin configurations of Fe
(III). The ligand π-MOs are not shown in this diagram, however, it should be
considered that these orbitals will interact with the orbitals that are shown.
Vertical arrows in Figure 3.32 represent allowed electronic transitions.

The
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length of the arrow is proportional to the energy associated with the transition,
which in turn is related to the frequency of light absorbed. Although the MO
diagram is not to scale, it is clear to see that the range of possible electronic
transitions is greater in the case of the high-spin configuration than for the lowspin configuration. A large range of transition energies would necessarily lead
to a broadening of the absorption envelope, and a dull color, as observed in
high-spin Fe (III) dyes.

3.4.4 THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DYE LIGANDS
The results presented thus far draw us toward the conclusion that in
order to make bright, fast, 1:2 Fe (III) complex dyes, it is essential to employ
ligands that give rise to a low-spin configuration. The nature of the ligand for Cr
(III) is less crucial, as Cr (III) only has three electrons to fill the three t2g orbitals,
and usually no electrons are left over to occupy the eg level.

Figure 1.13

illustrates that low-spin configurations are likely in cases where acceptor ligand
π-bonds interact with the d-orbitals of the central metal atom. All of the dyes
considered so far use a mixture of donor and acceptor type ligand groups. In
the case of the 1:2 metal complex of 106 (cf. 108), although a resonance form
may be written in which all three atoms connected to the iron atom are doubly
bonded (108b), this is of high energy, as aromaticity is lost in two aromatic
rings. Thus, this azo dye is best described as 108a, in which the central metal
atom is bonded via four donor and only two acceptor atoms.

D
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D
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A O

H2 NO2S

A N
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O

N

N

A

A

Fe

H2 NO2S
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Azo-pyrazolone dyes, such as the 1:2 Fe (III) complex of 100 (cf. 109)
may be considered in a similar fashion. Although it is possible to delocalize
electrons without losing aromaticity, as shown in resonance form 109b, the
structure still contains two donor ligands and only one acceptor ligand.
Compounds 109a and 109b are not equivalent in energy because of the lack of
electronic symmetry. Thus, the ligand will still show significant bond alternation.
However, as two acceptor groups can be obtained without losing aromaticity, it
is perhaps not surprising that Bardole [209] found that metalization of orthohydroxyphenylazopyrazolone dyes with Fe (III) salts caused significant
improvements in lightfastness.
SO3 H

D

O

Fe

O

D

D
N

N

A

SO3 H

D
H3 C

O2N

109a

Fe

O
N

N

N

N

A
O

O2N

N

N
H3 C

109b

Formazan dyes bond to the central iron atom using four acceptor atom
centers and two donor atom centers. This is due to bond equivalence in the
complexed state -- the formazan chromophore is effectively a symmetrical
cyanine type structure when complexed with a metal, as 110a and 110b are
degenerate.
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Figure 3.33 Bond numbering scheme for 103 and 99.
A calculated bond order of 1 denotes an pure single bond, while a bond order of
2 is indicative of a pure double bond. As the bond order of the azo group (bond
4, Figure 3.35) in the complexed azo pyrazolone dye was high, suggesting that
the azo form predominated in the complexed state, the azo form of the
uncomplexed dye was used to assess the effect of complex formation.
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Figure 3.34 Calculated (INDO/2) bond orders for formazan dye 103.
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Figure 3.35 Calculated (INDO/2) bond orders of azo dye 99.
Clearly, bond equalization after complexation is more pronounced in the
case of the formazan dye than in the case of the azo dye. A possible cause for
the azopyrazolone moiety of 99 not forming a cyanine type ligand after complex
formation may be the lack of electronic symmetry in the azo-pyrazolone system.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION
Protocols have been established that allow a wide range of dye
structures to be optimized with reliability and repeatability, using sequences of
manual adjustments, mechanical, and semi-empirical optimizations. Use of the
protocols to obtain minimum energy structures goes part way to overcoming the
starting structure sensitivity inherent in modern geometry optimization methods.
In addition, the protocols developed improve the probability of locating global
minima rather than local minima, and are applicable to structures containing azo
groups, intramolecular hydrogen bonds, aminoazobenzene groups, and to
metal complex dyes.
Semi-empirical methods were unable to optimize anthraquinone
structures with reliability.

The use of MOPAC or ZINDO semi-empirical

methods on anthraquinone derivatives tended to generate non-planar
structures. The reason for this shortcoming of semi-empirical methods is not
clear.
Semi-empirical molecular modeling was able to predict the x-ray crystal
structure of CI Disperse Yellow 86 and of CI Disperse Red 167, and shows
promise as a predictive tool in dye chemistry. Of the various methods in use
today, PM3 and AM1 appear to be best suited to modeling these types of
compounds.

In all cases, the largest errors that occurred in bond length

prediction were associated with non-carbon atom bonds. This suggests that the
data employed to generate the parameter sets used by the methods could have
been slightly deficient for sulfur, oxygen and nitrogen.
Both AM1 and PM3 have shortcomings, especially their inability to
handle non-carbon atoms in conjugated structures. For instance both PM3 and
AM1 have a tendency to pyramidalize conjugated arylamino nitrogen atoms,
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although pyramidalization is less apparent in the case of AM1. PM3 appears to
be superior to AM1 in its ability to predict hydrogen bonding interactions.
However, AM1 and PM3 showed comparable bond length prediction. Another
shortcoming of the AM1 method was its inability to correctly predict the
configuration of azobenzenes. AM1 geometry optimizations predicted the cis
configuration of azobenzene to be more stable than the trans configuration.
PM3 did not appear to possess the same flaw.

Several of the problems

associated with AM1 and PM3 are consistent with the hypothesis of Redington
and Bock [xciv] that these two methods underestimate the contribution of π
orbital overlap to the SCF energy of dye molecules.
As anticipated, MNDO and MINDO were not useful for predicting
hydrogen bonding interactions.

Both methods also gave low correlation

coefficients for covalent bond length prediction. The INDO and CNDO methods
were also useful for predicting hydrogen bonding. However, since CNDO and
INDO methods give consideration to d-orbital interactions they are more useful
than MOPAC methods for studying metal complex dyes.
The INDO/2 method is a useful tool for predicting dye-metal bonding.
INDO/2 results are applicable to the design of useful ligands for Fe (III) metal
complex dyes. Results of computations using INDO/2 in ZINDO suggested that
dye-metal bonding in metal complex azo dyes is generally weaker in Fe (III)
compounds than in Cr (III) analogs.

Modeling results also suggested that

bonding to the central iron atom was stronger in the case of low-spin complexes
than high spin complexes, as would be expected based upon MO theory.

4.2 PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
The ZINDO INDO/S method was inferior to PPP-based PISYSTEM for
the prediction of the color and strength of azo dyes. Both methods effectively
predicted

the

large

Stoke’s

shift

associated

with

ESIPT

in

hydroxybenzotriazoles. Clearly, the AM1 COSMO method used in conjunction
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with CAChe LogP is useful for estimating the water solubility and octanol-water
coefficient for disperse dyes.
Investigations using series of disperse dyes that had previously been
characterized failed to identify a single molecular descriptor that could be used
to predict the lightfastness of hypothetical structures. In the case of the azo
dyes 44a-f, the size of the study group was too small to draw firm conclusions.
Relationships between predicted properties and experimental lightfastness of
bichromophoric dyes 82-94 were obfuscated by random error. For instance, the
ability to predict excitation energy transfer from one chromophore to another
was not established.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements on metal complex dyes showed
that azo dyes form high-spin complexes with Fe (III) whereas formazan dyes
give low-spin Fe (III) complexes. It would seem that in order to be brightly
colored and have good fastness properties Fe (III) complex dyes should be of
doublet multiplicity.
The INDO/2 method can be used to predict which ligands would produce
low-spin Fe (III) complexes versus high-spin Fe (III) complexes. At least two of
the three chelating atoms of the dye ligand should be acceptor type groups,
connected to the rest of the ligand via essential double bonds for the resultant
Fe (III) complex to be low-spin. If the calculated bond order of pertinent bonds
in the ligand tends to equalize after complexation with the metal atom, the
chelating atoms in that section of the ligand may be viewed as acceptor ligands.
It would appear that the INDO/2 method can be used to customize ligands for
Fe (III) that give low-spin, bright, stable dyeings.
Clearly, it has been demonstrated that semi-empirical methods are useful
for investigations in dye chemistry, provided that the limitations of each method
are respected and that calculations are set up with care. The inherent reliance
on empirical parameters probably accounts for the end-use specificity of semiempirical methods.

For instance, methods developed for spectroscopic

predictions are not useful for predicting the occurrence of hydrogen bonds, or
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solubility.

For the same reason, semi-empirical methods may excel at the

specific task for which they were developed, for instance the PPP method for
color prediction. A drawback of current semi-empirical methods is that they are
not useful for predicting long-range intermolecular interactions, such as dyepolymer interactions, as the parameters implemented are not valid for distances
significantly larger normal atomic bond lengths.
The development of a “universal” semi-empirical method capable of
predicting a wide range of physical properties would be challenging, due to the
complexity of the Hamiltonian required and the necessary implementation of
separate parameterizations for each property requested. Advances in computer
engineering will shortly facilitate routine PC-based ab initio calculations on dye
structures. It is possible that this family of methods, which are not reliant on
empirical terms for calculations, will be applicable to a wider range of
calculations than contemporary semi-empirical methods.
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